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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this interview, investigative journalist Whitney Webb, who does both independent

work and collaborations with The Last American Vagabond, discusses the little-

known details of Operation Warp Speed, a joint operation between U.S. Health and

Operation Warp Speed — A Technocratic Chess Piece?

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

Many of the same surveillance initiatives proposed after 9/11 have been resurrected,

with updated technology, under the guise of combating COVID-19

"

Operation Warp Speed, the White House Administration’s effort to produce a fast-

tracked COVID-19 vaccine and other therapeutics, is almost entirely funded and

operated by the CIA and the U.S. military

"

Operation Warp Speed is supporting the creation of several COVID-19 vaccines, all of

which will be deployed, but to different “critical populations”

"

Operation Warp Speed is shrouded in secrecy that makes it diQcult to ascertain the

true agenda, but part of the plan is to monitor vaccine recipients for 24 months after

the Trst dose using biosensors that record and share biological data

"

Like 9/11, the COVID-19 pandemic is being used as justiTcation for the

implementation of more tyrannical controls. It appears they’re laying down the

infrastructure for a totalitarian control system set to be fully deployed later

"
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Human Services (HHS) and the Department of Defense to produce a fast-tracked

COVID-19 vaccine and other therapeutics.

As you may have noticed by now, Google, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and a host of

other platforms are censoring information relating to COVID-19 in general and

vaccine information in particular. Many commentators who touch on these issues

have been deplatformed altogether, so information on these crucial topics are getting

harder to come by.

“We're at a point where the line between Silicon Valley and the national security state

has become so blurred, you really can't distinguish where one begins and where the

other ends,” Webb says. This in large part helps explain how and why big tech is

getting away with such blatant censorship as deplatforming of individuals who

discuss issues the mainstream media refuse to touch.

“You can deTnitely make the argument that it’s state censorship to a degree,” she

says. “I think it's quite telling that a lot of these companies, from the very beginning of

their existence, had some sort of funding from U.S. intelligence.”

Operation Warp Speed

As noted by Webb, you’d expect Operation Warp Speed, being a government program,

to be governed by some federal regulatory agency like the Food and Drug

Administration or the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, or even the HHS,

but no. It’s almost entirely funded and operated by the CIA and the U.S. military. Webb

explains:

“When Operation Warp Speed was announced … it was essentially sold to the

public as a joint operation between HHS and the Department of Defense. So,

the military was involved from the beginning. But oddly enough, last month, a
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lot of information about Warp Speed started to come to light.

One was the organizational chart of its leadership, which showed that by and

large, the entire operation is dominated by military. There were very few

civilian health oDcials, and most of those civilian health oDcials are involved

in the therapeutic side of Warp Speed, which as we know now is the most

drastically underfunded part of this initiative.

It was initially given a $10 billion budget, and they've already spent $10 billion

on the vaccine. Only $450 million have been given through Warp Speed to a

therapeutics project, which of course we now know is Regeneron, which is

allegedly what Trump received when he was at Walter Reed.

What I'm saying is that most, the vast majority, of the money and time and

energy has gone to a vaccine speciNcally, not really therapeutics. And so, if

you look at the organizational chart, the people that aren't directly deployed

by the DoD or military intelligence were essentially put in the therapeutics

part, which was drastically underfunded. It's focused largely on the vaccine.

What's also interesting is we know that Operation Warp Speed currently has

about six vaccine candidates. And we know now that they plan to use them

all, and that they plan to allocate a speciNc vaccine to speciNc populations —

what they identify in their oDcial guidance as critical populations — which

they announced just a few days ago.”

Palantir

A company called Palantir was given the contract to come up with the vaccine

allocation strategy and determine the critical populations each vaccine should be

distributed to. Palantir, founded by Peter Thiel, was initially funded by QTL, the CIA's
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venture capital arm.

The CIA was its only client for the Trst three years of its existence. At present,

Palantir is a contractor to 17 U.S. intelligence agencies and also the U.S. military. The

company is also in charge of COVID-19 data under the auspices of the HHS. Hospitals

must now report their COVID-19 data to Palantir or lose their Medicaid and Medicare

funding. Palantir is also involved in things like predictive policing.

“There are a lot of things in Warp Speed that are concerning. One of the

things I read about recently is that Google and Oracle, two large tech

companies that have longstanding ties to the CIA, are going to be involved in

what they describe as a pharmacovigilance surveillance system, or what was

more recently referred to by the head of Warp Speed as an incredibly precise

tracking system, whereby everyone who receives one of these vaccines will

be tracked and surveilled, not just to make sure that they get a second dose

...

... but also to see what happens to people's physiology, because they admit

that every single one of these vaccine candidates … has never been brought

to market or licensed by the government before,” Webb says.

Pharmacovigilance Surveillance

According to Webb, the plan is to monitor vaccine recipients for 24 months after the

Trst dose. The question is, how do you monitor such a large population? One way

would be to employ biosensors that collect and send biological metrics automatically.

Monsef SalaT, a long-time head of GlaxoSmithKline's vaccine division, who is now

part of Warp Speed, is a leading proponent of bioelectronic medicine, the use of

injectable or implantable technology for the purpose of treating nerve conditions. The
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MIT Technology review has referred to it as hacking the nervous system. But it also

allows you to monitor the physiology of the human body from the inside. 

“ A lot of the same initiatives proposed after 9/11
have essentially been resurrected, with updated
technology, under the guise of combating COVID-19.
~ Whitney Webb”

The vaccine coordinator for Operation Warp Speed is Matt Hepburn, a former program

manager for DARPA, where he oversaw the development of ProfusA,  an implantable

biosensor that allows a person’s physiology to be examined at a distance via

smartphone connectivity. ProfusA is also backed by Google, the largest data mining

company in the world. SalaT is also invested in a company called Galvani

Bioelectronics, which was cofounded by a Google subsidiary.

“So, you have Google being contracted to monitor this pharmacovigilance

surveillance system that aims to monitor the physiology and the human body

for two years,” Webb says.

“And then you have the ties to the ProfusA project, which oddly enough is

supposed to work inside the human body for 24 months — the exact window

they've said will be used to monitor people after the Nrst [vaccine] dose.”

Guinea Pigs ‘R Us

In short, rather than doing long-term safety studies on both animals and humans

beforehand, what’s being put into place is a “safety study” after the fact, where

vaccine recipients are monitored for side effects. Unfortunately, Warp Speed, being

1
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shrouded in secrecy, has not released details about what biological parameters would

actually be monitored and surveilled. As noted by Webb:

“It really doesn't make sense, if you think about it, for something that … is

funded by American taxpayers to produce a medical countermeasure or a

vaccine [during] peace time, is being run by the military under extreme

secrecy with a lot of involvement of intelligence contractors, or intelligence

agencies themselves.

We now know, for example, that the NSA and the Department of Homeland

Security are directly involved in Operation Warp Speed, but they won't really

say exactly what parts they're doing. But there are some indications as to

what they could be involved with.

And the fact that Silicon Valley companies that have been known to

collaborate with intelligence [agencies] for the purpose of spying on innocent

Americans — Google and Oracle, for example — are going to be involved in

this surveillance system … for everyone that gets the vaccine.

It's certainly alarming, and it seems to point to the fulNllment of an agenda

that was attempted to be pushed through or foisted on the American public

after 9/11, called Total Information Awareness, which was managed,

originally, by DARPA.

It was about using medical data and non-medical data — essentially all data

about you — to prevent terror attacks before they could happen, and also to

prevent bioterror attacks and even prevent naturally occurring disease

outbreaks.

A lot of the same initiatives proposed under that original program after 9/11
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have essentially been resurrected, with updated technology, under the guise

of combating COVID-19.”

Human Trials Reveal Plenty of Risk

Webb also discusses the vaccine trials currently underway around the world, and the

fact that even though the vaccines are being given to perfectly healthy, younger

individuals, they’re reporting lots of side effects, including serious ones. Most

recently, a volunteer physician in the Brazilian arm of AstraZeneca’s trial died from

receiving the placebo, which was not sterile saline but the meningitis vaccine.

As detailed in “How COVID-19 Vaccine Trials Are Rigged,” none of the vaccines are

designed to actually prevent infection. The primary measure of success is whether or

not the vaccine results in fewer symptoms when you’re infected with SARS-CoV-2.

While the AstraZeneca trial initially stated the vaccine was being tested against a

saline placebo, as I mentioned earlier, it’s since been revealed that they’re using the

meningitis vaccine as the “placebo,” which can help hide a variety of side effects. The

study was not halted following that death, but it’s already been paused twice due to

unexpected serious illnesses. Both instances were deemed unrelated to the vaccine,

of course.

“These are really things that have the potential to be very drastic because

you have to consider that the sample sizes are quite small. [If] you

extrapolate to the size of the U.S. population, potentially hundreds of

thousands of people [may] suffer very adverse health effects,” Webb says.

Why the Lack of Transparency?

2

3 

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/10/27/covid-vaccine-trials.aspx
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Webb also points out that rather than being contracts between government and the

vaccine companies, the vaccine contracts have been funneled via a third party. Why?

One potential reason is because this exempts them from Freedom of Information Act

requests. It also exempts vaccines made under those contracts from many federal

regulations, including federal safety regulations.

“We also know, because of the changes HHS made per the Prep Act, that any

person that produces a COVID-19 vaccine … associated with Operation Warp

Speed will not be liable for any sort of damages it may cause.

And, it's deNnitely concerning that these vaccine companies, a lot of which

just have atrocious track records, are being given billions of dollars and being

allowed to operate under the utmost secrecy, developing something for the

American public that can very well be mandated, or, for some people, even if

it's not an oDcial mandate, if they want to keep their jobs or they want to stay

in school, they'll have to receive it anyway. So, it's deNnitely an issue that

more people should be talking about.”

Unfortunately, as mentioned earlier, it’s extremely diQcult to get this information out.

YouTube, which is owned by Google, censors all of it. This is beyond questionable

considering Google’s involvement with Operation Warp Speed. In short, they’re

censoring to protect their own interests.

Perishability Heightens Vaccine Failure Risks

Aside from the fact that mRNA vaccines have never been used in humans before now,

there’s also the issue of their perishability. This is yet another factor that heightens

the risk of these vaccines. At best, they may become ineffective unless stored

properly; at worst, they may produce unexpected side effects.
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Unlike conventional vaccines, which simply need to be refrigerated, mRNA vaccines

need to be kept on dry ice in order to maintain a temperature below zero. This clearly

complicates delivery and storage, which apparently is one reason why the military will

be in charge of distribution.

“The person in the Pentagon who is overseeing [the distribution] aspect is a

man named Paul Strauss. He's one of the people who has been most

adamant about the secrecy and insisting that they can't release certain

things. So, that doesn't instill me, personally, with a lot of conNdence as to

what's going on,” Webb says.

“But yes, there are a lot more logistical hurdles than there have been in past

planned vaccination programs, which of course didn't involve the military, this

extreme secrecy, and didn't involve DHS or the NSA. The HHS, like I said

earlier, sold this as a joint, essentially 50/50 HHS and DoD initiative. But

really, the number of HHS oDcials on this list is quite small.”

Laying Down Infrastructure for Totalitarian Control

As mentioned, 9/11 became the justiTcation for a series of tyrannical control

mechanisms in the form of the Patriot Act that stripped Americans of civil liberties

and privacy.

Now, the COVID-19 pandemic, despite the fact that it hasn’t resulted in an excess

number of deaths above the historical norm for any given year, appears to be used as

yet another excuse for the implementation of more tyrannical controls. It appears that

what they’re doing is laying down the infrastructure for a totalitarian control system

set to be deployed later. Webb agrees, saying:

“I tend to agree with you in a big way, and I'll give you an example of an
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initiative that's being put out right now by HHS that they claim is about

preventing coronavirus outbreaks before they happen, and how it plays into

this longstanding effort to produce ‘smart cities.’

HHS, a few weeks ago, issued a solicitation, which was given to this MIT

spinoff company called Biobot Analytics. Essentially, they say it’s to create a

nationwide wastewater surveillance system where they will be robotically

sampling sewage from various cities around the country.

They say that will be done to test for COVID-19 and use an AI algorithm to

predictably determine if a COVID-19 outbreak will take place in the future, up

to 11 days before symptoms would even allegedly begin to show in that

particular population. They say that would be done to enable rapid

containment of those communities before this alleged future outbreak could

happen.

What you can see there, in my opinion, is what was previously trying to be

sold to the public as predictive policing, but now it's sort of the predictive

policing approach to healthcare. We have to prevent infection or prevent

outbreaks before it happens, which obviously is rife for abuse by a

government that is fundamentally corrupt and out of control.

If they wanted to lock down a particular community, all they have to say is,

‘Our new surveillance system has identiNed, through this algorithm, that there

will be an outbreak here in 11 days. So we have to shut everything down in

this entire city.

What this wastewater surveillance system requires is sensors throughout a

sewage system in a particular city, which is the underground infrastructure of

what are often today called smart cities — cities Nlled with sensors that are
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united by the internet of things, 5G and Wi-Fi.

What's very alarming is that the developers chosen for this wastewater

surveillance system come from a lab at MIT called Sensible City Labs, and it's

not sensible. It’s sensible [in that it’s] able to be sensed. Essentially, MIT is a

smart cities lab that was chosen by HHS to develop this under the guise of

COVID-19.

And what is also alarming, in my opinion, is that this company has partnered

with HHS before, not to predict coronavirus or to sample for coronavirus in

wastewater, but to detect patterns of illicit drug use in certain populations,

which dovetail with the war on drugs in the United States. Whether it has to

do with opioids or marijuana use or any other illegal substance, it allows

surveillance on what people are ingesting in a particular community.

They also talk about analyzing people's diets, what they're ingesting — if

people are eating foods that the government has decided are associated with

illnesses, they can see if too many people are eating the wrong foods and

then accordingly ban those foods through a municipal or a statewide edict

and things like that.

It's really a recipe for the micromanaging of regular human habits where the

government was not previously involved …

[After] 9/11, the invisible enemy [was] these faceless terrorists abroad. Now,

under coronavirus, the invisible enemy is a microbe that can exist anywhere,

including within your own body. Therefore, to Nght and win the war against

the microbe we have to know what's going on inside of your body also.

And so, we're seeing the potential for the use of something like ProfusA and
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Operation Warp Speed, or this effort to surveil sewage, to determine what

people are putting in their bodies. It’s deNnitely a very slippery slope in what I

would call the beginnings of a Biosurveillance state.”

The Technocratic Underground

Indeed, it all appears to be part and parcel of a longstanding technocratic plan to

govern society through technology, programmed by scientists and technicians and

automated through the use of artiTcial intelligence, rather than through

democratically elected politicians and government leaders.

Much of it is being developed and implemented in really underhanded ways. For

obvious reasons, the true, long-term purpose is never actually admitted. For example,

while smart cities have received public pushback, this plan to equip the sewage

system with biosensors is essentially a way to build the system from below ground,

up.

Since it’s underground, people will be far less likely to object to it or understand it as

an intrusion of privacy. Ultimately, topside technologies will be added in the form of

smart homes, until people are living in smart cities whether they signed up for it or

not.

Google’s Transhumanist Goals

Webb also discusses the iniuence and role of Google in greater depth, including the

current antitrust case Tled against the company by the U.S. Department of Justice.  

“There are a lot of things that Eric Schmidt has done over the years that are

deeply concerning. He, and a lot of other people involved with Google,

https://articles.mercola.com/sites/articles/archive/2020/08/30/patrick-wood-technocracy.aspx
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including Google's top futurist, as he describes himself, Ray Kurzweil, are

very big proponents of what is often called transhumanism, this belief that

it's the destiny of the human race, it will be the pinnacle of human evolution,

to combine with machines and defeat death.

Schmidt is a person that certainly feels that way and was close with Kurzweil.

Now he's in charge of the artiNcial intelligence modernization efforts of the

government.

It’s very, very disconcerting, especially when you look at a lot of the military's

own modernization plans that are set to begin next year, with having an

unprecedented role for artiNcial intelligence and targeting and gagging

people that soldiers will then shoot with these augmented reality helmets the

Pentagon has bought.

It’s a lot of the Orwellian surveillance structure that we're seeing rolled out,

whether through Warp Speed or by HHS under the guise of COVID-19

response, it deNnitely seems to dovetail signiNcantly with plans that have

been developed by people like Schmidt for the modernization of the U.S.

government itself, particularly the national security state.

And I really don't think that there's much of a coincidence that those two

things are happening in tandem.”

Antitrust Case Against Google May Actually BeneRt Them

As for the antitrust case against Google Tled by the DOJ at the end of October 2020,

Webb doubts it will hurt the company. In fact, she suspects Google, just like the

Rockefellers’ Standard Oil, wants to be broken up in order to be able to expand into

other markets.

 4
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“The government was able to look like they were actually doing something

about Standard Oil, but actually Standard Oil wanted to be broken up. That

allowed the Rockefeller family to extend their inguence and reach … far

beyond oil.

For example, they got involved with totally remaking Western medicine ... and

in shaping what we now know as Big Pharma … So, I think it's interesting that

this is happening with Google now, and that it's only targeting Google's

search monopoly, which is what Google began with.

But since then, Google's business has expanded far beyond search and

they're poised to have a big role in upcoming health care initiatives, for

example. I think they're ready to extend their tentacles, to use that metaphor,

into a lot more different sectors, far beyond their search engine.

So maybe people would be assuaged publicly if they think, ‘Oh yeah, Google

has been taken down and broken up by the government,’ when in reality they

don't care about their monopoly on search anymore, and they're already too

big to fail. I honestly think at the end of the day, a lot of this antitrust

posturing towards Google, I don't really know if it will go anywhere,” she says.

Data Is the New Oil

Webb also points out that Google’s future is secured by its central and ever-growing

role in data mining. Google will be harvesting brand new biological data through the

upcoming Warp Speed surveillance system, and in September 2020, Google partnered

with the Pentagon to develop predictive diagnostics for cancer using AI, which they

intend to extend to other diseases as well, including COVID-19.

“There's this big push to create an all-powerful artiNcial intelligence
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algorithm in order to enable a lot of the functionality that they want to impose

in smart cities and these other initiatives they've been putting forth.

In order to do that, they need access to data. That's why we've heard over the

past couple of years that data is the new oil. It feeds back into this race to

develop the greatest AI algorithm. This is very concerning when you look at

the National Security Commission on AIs objectives.

They say the only way to maintain U.S. global military hegemony, and also

economic hegemony, is to harvest more data than any of their adversaries’

states from Americans in order to be able to develop a better AI algorithm

before China can do the same.

That's what these very powerful and inguential organizations are saying. And

if you actually look at their documents, they essentially say that there needs

to be a total remaking of Americans way of life to facilitate that type of data

extraction from a smaller population than the Chinese population.

For example, more data needs to be harvested per American citizen in order

to facilitate that leapfrogging of China’s artiNcial intelligence. So, there is a

lot to be concerned about, but I think a lot of people have declined to look at

these commissions and institutions and what their thought process is …

And where they're going is nowhere good. It’s essentially pointing to tyranny

in a technocratic system that's not even governed by humans. It’s governed

by an algorithm created by man.

So obviously, it's a can of worms they're attempting to open, and the people

that are behind this, whether the military and intelligence agencies, when

they work in complete secrecy like they are in Warp Speed, they're historically
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up to no good … Historically they ruthlessly pursue their own ambitions at the

expense of American interests. It's deNnitely worth considering all of these

things.”

Bioterror Predictions

Based on her research, Webb suspects there will be another phase to the COVID-19

pandemic, some sort of bioterror event, likely before April 2021.

“I don't have a lot of reasons to be optimistic about the plans there. If you

look at the people that predicted the coronavirus crisis before it happened,

they were also immediately positioned to beneNt from that crisis as it

emerged. Bill Gates, for example, in April said that the coronavirus crisis is

Pandemic 1, and it will be followed by Pandemic 2, which … would be a

bioterror event.

And the way to respond to this Pandemic 2 would be to do the same types of

preparations you would do for bioterrorism. That's straight from Bill Gates …

Gates [also] frequently … talked about the need to merge international

security, i.e., U.S. foreign policy with health security, as he calls it, and

essentially merge the war on terror with a war on bioterror.”

She points out that Event 201, held by Gates, the World Economic Forum and Johns

Hopkins in October 2019, featured a novel coronavirus. Was it really a coincidence

that a novel coronavirus outbreak occurred 10 weeks later?

‘Dark Winter’ — The Signal for an Anthrax-Related Event?

An earlier tabletop pandemic exercise was done in June 2001. The simulation, called
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“Dark Winter,” predicted major aspects of the subsequent 2001 anthrax attacks.

During the last presidential debate, the Democratic nominee, Joe Biden, stated the

U.S. is headed for a “dark winter” — an unusual phrase that raised questions among

some commentators.

Before that, the former head of the Biomedical Advanced Research and Development

Authority (BARDA) testiTed in front of Congress saying that this winter was going to

be the “darkest winter” in modern U.S. history. Somehow, many plans actually seem to

be signaled beforehand, if you’re keen enough to pick up the cues. Interestingly, with

regard to the “Dark Winter” reference and its anthrax connection:

“The Johns Hopkins center for health security has a sister organization at

UPMC (University of Pennsylvania Medical Center) called the UPMC Center

for Biosecurity, in Pennsylvania. They're currently, under the guise of

coronavirus vaccine research, attempting to fuse anthrax with the

coronavirus spike protein. They are also attempting to do the same for

measles.

Those are essentially gain of function studies. The person that runs their

center for vaccine research at UPMC is a major proponent of these gain of

function studies. And when there was a gain of function moratorium, he was

its most vocal opponent and was giving all these talks to government

oDcials about how it needed to be lifted.

What's very odd about what's going on at UPMC is that in the beginning of the

year they were set to produce what could have easily been the Nrst

coronavirus vaccine, a COVID-19 vaccine candidate, but it used traditional

and tested vaccination methods that are already on the market …

Oddly enough after that had made some headlines … UPMC received a lot of
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money from CEPI [the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness Innovations],

which of course is backed by Gates, and as soon as that money was received,

that vaccine candidate was quietly dropped, and in its place were these

experiments to merge measles with the coronavirus spike protein, and then

merge anthrax with that same spike protein.

‘Dark Winter’ may not mean much to the mainstream American public, but it

certainly means something to the national security community when they

hear that term being thrown around on TV. And then you have Bill Gates

saying that after the coronavirus pandemic there's going to be a bioterror

attack.

You also have the Council of Europe, a very inguential and elitist think tank in

Europe, saying that coronavirus will be followed by bioterror. High-ranking

former CIA oDcials [are also saying it]. A lot of the people involved in Dark

Winter in the biodefense industrial complex, which was created after the

2001 anthrax attacks, are all saying the same thing.

We really need to start listening to these people. Of course, they in advance

have a narrative they create, not unlike the Dark Winter 2001 exercise itself,

which initially claimed that the anthrax attacks were committed by Iraq

working with Al-Qaeda. And then lo and behold it's traced to the U.S. military

(at Ft. Detrick) so obviously it did not come from Iraq or from Al-Qaeda.

What you have now are attempts to seed the similar narrative about who will

be blamed for events upcoming in the future. They set it up on purpose, I

would argue, so that when the event takes place, people are more receptive

to those predetermined narratives about this particular crisis and don't

immediately start questioning what could have happened.
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They essentially want these events to take place. They want to ramp up the

fear, and then they want to conveniently tack blame to something very quickly

before an actual thorough investigation can take place. That's what we saw in

the aftermath of September 11 and also in the aftermath of the 2001 anthrax

attacks.”

Be Ready, but Not Fearful

If you listen to the interview in its entirety, you’ll have a good idea of why I’m so

impressed with Webb’s investigative skills. It’s important to become educated about

what’s really happening so that you don’t capitulate to the fear they're seeking to

imbue in us.

It’s a fearful public that allows the technocratic elite to dictate the future and rip away

our personal freedoms. It’s fear that allows tyranny to iourish. Remember, there are

more of us than there are of them. But enough of us must be willing to stand up and

say no, we won’t accept this plan.

On another level, being aware of the plan allows you to plan for your own safety and

security ahead of time, so you’re not running around in a panic when something does

happen. As the old saying goes, “Being forewarned is being forearmed.”

To Tnd more of Webb’s work, be sure to check out her website,

unlimitedhangout.com. You can also Tnd her videos by searching Bitchute, and she

has her own podcast channel called Unlimited Hangout on RokBn.com. Warp Speed

reporting can also be found on thelastamericanvagabond.com. At present, Webb is

also still on Twitter @_whitneywebb.

https://unlimitedhangout.com/
https://rokfin.com/unlimitedhangout?content=NEW
https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/
https://twitter.com/_whitneywebb?lang=en
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Darzoum

While many of us have been concerned about 5G surveillance from overhead, how many would’ve

imagined sewer surveillance!  This shows the depths to which data mining can sink.  While we may be

covered from above and below, and the choke points of a cashless society, immunity passports,

quantum-dot-dye identiTcations and social credit systems potentially await, the most foreboding idea

is implantable brain-machine interfaces, such as Neuralink.

The drive for “Human 2.0,” seeks to invade human biology with technology, establishing its bases and

hoisting its iag on our “native soil.” The resistance to forced vaccination then becomes a line in the

sand, since that breach crosses a threshold—our skin—that marks the border to territory Technocracy

seeks to colonize through Transhumanism. Such colonies would only represent a “base camp” to the

ultimate ascent, the intimate detection and suasion in the realms of human mentality.  Any society that

can force you to take a vaccine can then force a biometric I.D. to be incorporated into your physiology,

and from there an even deeper integration of biology with technology such as Neuralink represents.

 Technocrats are clever enough to move gradually in order to diffuse resistance, and to bury those

“baby steps” in the distractions of hysterical reactions to threats like 9/11 or COVID.  The fact that

Warp Speed is funded and operated by the CIA and U.S. military should be all the warning we need that

anything is possible, with the possible exception of actual beneTcent health outcomes.

Tyranny has always been with us. The precipice of great change is not that, but the powerful and

invasive technologies now available to the tyrants. Our perennial challenge is in becoming whole in a

world controlled by forces that would prefer we don’t. Transhumanism does not offer that wholeness; it

cannot. It offers what technology can: expediency with the strong likelihood of becoming ensnared and

enslaved by the same.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

larry_e

Transhumanism is based on a false premise (that personality resides in the brain). I am attacking it

by attempting to push awareness of the truth about personality and its basic source. It is amazing

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/larry_5F00_e/default.aspx
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to me how many people who are very concerned about loss of rights and freedoms nevertheless

believe that the mind resides in the brain. It is very troubling to me, and so I work.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, David, compelling narrative: "Tyranny has always been with us." The objective is the vaccine

and the control of people to see how its effects make us weaker and more fearful for the disease

of COVID-19. The global capitalist ruling elite have certainly been doing their best to 'take

advantage of the shock iniicted by panic, assuring us that nothing in our lives could ever be the

same again. The WHO, Bill Gates, Fauci and all of their ilk have said it: "A complete return to

'normalcy' cannot be foreseen before a vaccine is available." They contemplate the political

challenge of getting enough people vaccinated despite the rise in anti-vaccines. This band of

undesirables of billionaire globalist elites, that is, the 0.01% who so unjustly own most of the

world's wealth are afraid of our potential power of 99.9%, because we can stand up to their terrorist

maneuvers and avoid the poison of the snake. We can Tght because they do not take away from us

the freedom to decide to make them fail in their totalitarian control of the health of humanity of

wanting to guide our destiny with an evil imposed to deprive us of our dignity and freedom.

Politicians in a large majority corrupt, allies of an extreme technological advance that observes us

that directs us, who only look after the interests of power and proTt and the support of the

monopolies of great fortunes, are largely responsible for the dehumanization in which the world

lives on all fronts of our existence. We are so infected by the virus of unconsciousness and

passivity, and we must overcome it by being able to unite in a common front against tyranny, rulers,

institutions and monopolies that only deserve to be despised by a true force of our mind, of the

people who reject vaccines, we are more and more.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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Operation Warp Speed is “paying out billions of dollars to Big Pharma corporations in advance of

any results whatsoever,” Conner told Truthout. They are not complying with regulatory oversight

and traditional federal contracting mechanisms that create transparency, he noted. “Before any of

the companies had done any research or developed any products, they were already reaping

windfall proTts from their association with Operation Warp Speed.”  “Warp Speed is it is a

speculative frenzy among competing hedge funds.”

www.globalresearch.ca/trump-administration-paying-big-pharma-billions-..  (October 21, 2020)

We are in a new world order, the creation of the transhuman man, the man with patented genes,

just as they patented transgenic seeds, just as drugs are patented, communication technologies,

all are patents for the domination and slavery of humanity . GMOs, allopathic medicines and now

vaccines that modify the expressions of DNA will create a mentally and physically sick civilization,

a humanity in decline, without rights or freedoms, subjected to being simple machines of a

technocracy and techno-fascism, dominated by the great fortunes and the governments of the day

to submit us to their whims. In addition to BigPharma's lack of responsibility, the Trst vaccine has a

prize.

The winner of the race for the approval of the Trst COVID-19 vaccine will receive an additional

prize: the ability to activate the production of the vaccine without having to undergo the mandatory

standard safety and compliance inspection of their manufacturing facilities. The Tght to be the

Trst in the link:  childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-emergency-use-fda/?u..  

(10/29/20)

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Darzoum

larry_e, agreed.  It is a materialistic preconception that mind and brain are synonymous.  You can

slice up the brain as much as you like and you will never Tnd the "stuff" of consciousness.  It's a

good example of how "science" is often blinded by its own preconceptions, in which case, right out

of the gate the scientiTc method is violated.

https://www.globalresearch.ca/trump-administration-paying-big-pharma-billions-rush-vaccine/5727164
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-emergency-use-fda/?utm_source=salsa&eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=b10135d0-af5f-4e47-a04e-37cc1ecda52a
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Darzoum

Guillermo: "We are so infected by the virus of unconsciousness and passivity, and we must

overcome it by being able to unite in a common front against tyranny, rulers, institutions and

monopolies that only deserve to be despised...".  Yes, Guillermo, and simultaneously, we must Tnd

that core identity within ourselves that is simply greater than all this.  As larry_e was touching

upon, all the Technocrats can attack is the carriage or vehicle, not the essential, "spiritual" man.  Of

course, we don't want our bodies attacked, but I feel that all these Technocrats are only strong in a

narrow "bandwidth"; they seem quite deTcient in their imaginations of what is, in truth, possible for

humanity.  If we can see and operate from a broader, elevated vision, that can only be

advantageous... easily said, I suppose.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, larry_e and Darzoum. Transhumanism is above all a materialistic vision of the person, a vision

that wants to equate man with artiTcial intelligence, to make use of "science" and technique to

become true robost, people without a soul, confused with the robost themselves. that they want to

develop and enhance. Transhumanism will never be able to achieve its purposes of expanding our

intellectual capacities and mental states because it takes over the soul to turn us into machines.

You never get to ask questions like downloading your mind to a hard drive. We tend to equate

artiTcial intelligence to the human mind, but they are not similar at all. Computers do not learn like

humans, they only manage to recognize patterns from data and do not contextualize, so in each

different environment

Everything coincides in time with the beginning of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, which begins to

leave its Trst victims. Destruction of jobs, coniicts, migratory crises, wars, violence, increase in

inequalities and class struggle. Transhumanism declares that we will all have access to

modiTcations in the body simply, but it is something unreal. It is clear that new technologies have

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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increased inequalities. The rich can have all the advances of artiTcial intelligence in their own

homes, the poor cannot, thank God. These scenarios make species-altering experiments

considered potential sources of coniict and violence.

The most pressing existential risks for humanity are pandemics, terrorism and climate change.

Strong artiTcial intelligence can achieve self-awareness and exacerbate  these risks. If

transhumanism fulTlls its predictions, aging will accelerate causing overpopulation. This state can

be a great reason to promote mass genocide as it is already being done with agriculture, industrial,

vaccines, industrial pollution. Technocracy and transhumanism appear to be complicit in a planned

genocide.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

juststeve

Absolutely essential for enough of Humanity to turn inward to see the light, the spirit where there

are states of awareness where one looks at nothing yet sees everything so as to become aware of

what is causing this. To be connected to that light, that awareness of a shared spirit throughout the

Kingdom of Creation. To pursue the material at the expense of everything else is incomplete. It is

to lust, to get, it is not love which is to give. When we give it is surprising what we can get. Because

these people are blinded by their lust to get, they never will get. They will never be fulTlled & it is a

reason why they are Hungry Ghost who will always starve, more will never be enough. They are

incapable of seeing what is before their very eyes because they are looking at one or the very few

things they lust over.

Fear. Fear...fear...fear. It is our fear, our confusion, our anger, desperation, & so on that is their

power over us. Convenience is also a seduction of control. What is their fear? Why do they chase

after country folk? Island, jungle, mountain natives many who have lived in harmony living WITH

THE LAND, not the 1% way of living OFF THE LAND mining all the life and goodness from anything

and everything. Vandana Shiva, {""They deliberately want to get rid of large parts of humanity," -

"First through hunger, then through sickness. They want a digital economy, they want a sick

economy. Otherwise, you wouldn't be spending all your time on Big Pharma; you'd spend your time

making sure that the smaller farmer doesn't get destroyed."} If we spend our time in their system to

https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
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Tght them, we lose. If we build literally from the soil up with Life, we preserve our energies and

resources. The 1% way can not succeed and has already failed, it does not value Life or anything

other than their selves and their misguided, disconnected Lust.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

caws

I think the underground surveillance [control] goes even deeper. While they have already been

poisoning us for 75 years with IQ ,thyroid,kidney and bone damaging iuoride; there was an article

written by Janet Phelan several years ago about her observance of cities where new water lines

were being installed and there were DOUBLE  pipelines with shut offs on them. When she tried to

question the workers,foremen & govt oQcials she was shut down hard. Now there have already

been plans to add lithium to the water in TX [shut down] and our water is polluted with

chemicals,hormones,pharmaceuticals & metals; so who is to say the will not be able to put poison,

psychedelics, vaccines, or drugs into speciTc neighborhoods or even individuals? I am ever

grateful I have my own well & septic tank.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Randyfast

Well stated; as usual, Darzoum. I did a quick search on Augmented Reality Helmets and came up

with the following. This was already a reality in 2014!

www.popularmechanics.com/cars/motorcycles/a10973/we-try-on-the-augment..   Anyone who

thinks outside the box and does research, knows that the military is years (even decades) ahead of

us "common folk", when it comes to technology. That is deTnitely something to ponder!

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

https://articles.mercola.com/members/caws/default.aspx
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ICONOCLAST

Message to the technocrat brats and their overlord billionaires. No techno crap Tnal solutions

danke schoen. The writing is on the wall. A dark winter comes. Now is the fall. Will you fail in the

fall? We won't play ball. Is there bail? Will you stay in jail. Will we wail? The King of Eternity has the

key for the Tnal lockdown. The countdown continues. Am I sage? Will this rattle their cage?

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

sunXowerjanis

The planet is being bombarded day in and day out with man-made toxins polluting land, water and

air.   And these big corporations are seemingly getting away with doing so.   But, there's hope!!  

Watch the movie "Dark Waters" and read the book "Exposure."    This is a true story of how a farmer

from the Parkersburg, WV area sounds the alarm to an attorney named Robert Bilott.   And he and

his law Trm Taft (Cincy, OH) take on Dupont.   Took nearly a decade and a half, but they prevailed

and won.  Dupont had conducted their own safety experiments and found health damaging results

in their labs.   Their own staff members tried to urge Dupont to take better safety measures, but

they would not!!   Dupont and 3M knew how toxic this class of chemicals are!!!   And they did

NOTHING for the public.   Two of their women employees, who worked with PFOA, gave birth to

sons who had birth defects of the nose & eyes sadly.

I highly regard Robert Bilott for all the work he did on behalf of the farmer (Earl Tennant) and for

the class action members.   I can't even begin to describe how many hours he put into battling

Dupont.   And the stress he endured was off the charts.    He is still educating the world today on

the dangers of PFOA; and how almost every living creature on this planet has been poisoned with

Dupont's and 3M's dangerous chemicals.   In fact, Mr. Bilott has Tled a class action lawsuit on

behalf of ALL Americans because PFOA has been found in all blood donors' blood.   The chemical

PFOA is better known as Teion.   And unfortunately it is the Scotchgard that's on our carpets, and

the Goretex in sports wear.   And what's even more disgusting was the lack of action on the part of

the EPA.    They languished for many years after Bilott had sent them the d*mning information in

regards to PFOA.   Thank goodness there were judges who judged on the side of the plaintiffs

along the way.   The class action cases were judged, and won,  in my home state capitol, Columbus,

https://articles.mercola.com/members/ICONOCLAST/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/sunflowerjanis/default.aspx
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OH.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Krofter

Our evolutionary ability to enforce inconsiderate control over others - and proTt from it - has far

outpaced our spiritual evolution.  We need a set of moral and ethical guidelines to live by.  Sadly,

the new world religion -  Science - has no moral or ethical guidelines, unless one considers ungodly

proTts to be a guiding force. Indeed, dark winter, dark summer, dark fall... dark times.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

cat6071

Larry_e.    You didn't have a reply button.  I agree with you.  I've been listening to Ted Talks about

near death experiences.  Many times the patients have been declared brain dead with no activity;

however, the patient comes back to life and can tell the doctors exactly what transpired regarding

resuscitation, etc.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

balhawk

I may be living a different realm than most Americans, but most people I know want no part of this,

for various reasons, including health effects (EMF exposure), liberty, privacy, not wanting "the mark

of the beast".  We must spread the word among all who value liberty, health, wisdom, faith, and our

very humanity.  We WILL defeat this heinous agenda by remaining Trm in our truth, like the people

of India defeated the British colonialists.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Krofter/default.aspx
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Early in the US Civil War, Union general Grant nervously approached a Confederate installation with

his "heart in his throat", only to reach an empty, abandoned camp.  He said it then occurred to him

that the enemy was just as afraid of him as he was of them.   He said it was a position he had not

considered before, but never forgot since.

Strange as it may seem, WE lovers of freedom are in Grant's position.  We have the stronger forces,

including the spiritual force of the universe itself, call it God, the Tao, Mother Nature, or whatever

you wish.  Their desperate gaslighting and censorship efforts betray this fact.   The architects of

this madness need us more than we need them.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

NatureSoilProducts

"Google, just like the Rockefellers’ Standard Oil, wants to be broken up in order to be able to expand

into other markets. " While there are good reasons to fear expansion of Trms like Google, it goes much

deeper.Firms like Google, Amazon, Apple, Microsoft, et al are not sovereign corporations. They all

share the same Cartel of largest institutional shareholders.These are the largest investment banks, like

Vanguard, BlackRock, State Street, the Capital Group, Fidelity, Invesco, Berkshire, and others. Each

whom also exist as the largest investors/shareholders of each other. Like a true Cartel. And whom are

are largely owned by, and thus controlled by the billionaire class (consider the Pareto Principle, the

"80/20 rule", then search SEC 13 D/F/G Tlings for more info/proof). It is a highly-convoluted schema of

ownership & control (to defeat antitrust efforts).

Former CEO of Vanguard, William McNabb has stated, in corporate documents: “In the past, some have

mistakenly assumed that our predominately passive management style suggests a passive attitude

with respect to corporate governance,” McNabb wrote. “Nothing could be further from the truth.” They

use their massive holdings to choose, iniuence and control CEO's, Executives, Boards, etc.

Even the richest man in the world, Jeff Bezos, CEO of Amazon, is held to their command, and made

richer as he remains complicit in their schema (Amazon operations & stock would be nil without

investment by these largest investment banks). And it's not limited to just Big Tech, nor Big Data, nor

Big Media. In fact, the largest "competing" corporations, in most every single industry, are similarly

https://articles.mercola.com/members/NatureSoilProducts/default.aspx
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largely owned by this Cartel. Virtual monopolies. Most every aspect of humans' lives are dominated by

a relatively few people & Trms. And this isn't conTned just to the U.S. The largest of these investment

banks now exist as the largest shareholders of the largest corps. in the world, including in Europe,

China, Japan, etc.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

juststeve

One huge yes!!! The cross pollination of these individuals, corporations, Tnancial institutions,

Legacy Media, along with political Tgures is an undertow current visible to very few until they Tnd

out too late after they have been caught up in it.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

NatureSoilProducts

One should more deeply review & analyze efforts & programs of agencies like DARPA.

Like their Prophecy project (initiated to engage in predicative viral evolutionary analysis).

Or RadioBio, which seeks to control biological cells via electromagnetic waves.

Or N3, the development of bidirectional brain-machine interfaces.

Or their work in programming bacteria cells with light, introducing engineered light sensors in

bacteria, then inserting those bacteria in plants, insects and people, to remotely control those

bacteria, to perform certain actions/functions.

And this is no conspiracy theory stuff, this info is readily available thru DARPA.

The, one should read & consider historical data.
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Like the 19th century writings of  John Trenchard & Thomas Gordon, via their Cato's Letters (not to

be confused with the pseudo-"Libertarian" Cato Institute).

And their criticisms of how the Elite used their massive wealth to control the British Monarchy

(which also was not sovereign leadership - as ALL national leaders are put into place by those

covert, true Ruling Elite).

Which was one of the main reasons/inspirations for the American Revolution.

But the U.S. has now come full-circle, back from whence its Founders sought to escape.

Plato's Allegory of the Cave is a story of how, In the allegory, Socrates describes a society of people

who have lived chained to the wall of a cave all of their lives, facing a blank wall. The people watch

projections on the wall from objects passing in front of a Tre behind them (like a projector). The

projections are the prisoners' reality but are not accurate representations of the real world.

Plato, via Socrates, then explains how the Philosopher (the Divergent/Thinking Human) is like a

prisoner who is freed from the cave and comes to understand that the projections on the wall are

not reality at all, but a virtual reality, created to control those people.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Interesting exposition of real events and an allegory of Plato who discovers how this humanity is

being deceived and in the end will be prey to the corruption of power and money, techno-fascist

manipulation and a direction to transhumanism devoid of soul and idiology. Intermon Oxfam

published a devastating report: all of us live in an economic system that works to beneTt 1% of the

world's population. In other words, the richest 1% of the world's population has more wealth than

the remaining 99% of the world's people. This overwhelming inequality has a perverse tendency to

grow within a socioeconomic system that, clearly, feeds it: the wealth in the hands of the 62 richest

people in the world has increased by 44% in just Tve years, in More than half a trillion dollars since

2010, reaching 1.76 trillion dollars.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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The Tgures offered by the report are as interesting as they are bleak: in 2015, 62 people owned the

same wealth as 3.6 billion people combined, equivalent to the poorest half of humanity. It seems

undeniable that the big winners of the world economy have the most and that their power is being

used to manipulate the system and thus further widen the gap between rich and poor.

The report denounces that, once the money falls into the hands of the wealthiest, there is "a

complex network of tax havens and a whole industry of great wealth managers" that guarantee that

this wealth "is not redistributed" and is left out. the reach of citizens as a whole and of

governments. SpeciTcally, this system iourishes thanks to a swarm of "highly paid professionals

in private and investment banking, law Trms or auditors" who can only afford to use people with

more resources and large companies, with the aim of avoiding taxation. what really corresponds to

them.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Vanguard is the largest mutual fund manager. The way it has attracted capital over the last Tve

years has completely eclipsed traditional rivals like Fidelity Investments or T. Roew Price, better

known for active management. The Tnancial Trm currently manages 369 investment funds and

has more than 20 million clients. Former Vanguard CEO William McNabb, who will serve as

Vanguard's ambassador in his new tenure, expanded the advisory and exchange-traded funds

(ETF) businesses during his tenure to become the industry's great titan. It is estimated that it

controls half the market for mutual funds and ETFs.

This is what we can expect from the globalist elites that have their power in the great market of

funds that make great fortunes grow and that this false pandemic of COVID-19 will enhance as a

result of the strengthening of the big monopolies at the expense of the destruction of small and

medium-sized companies, and the restart or reconstruction of a predominantly one-color market:

large corporations dominating governments, promoting inequalities and enslaving 99% of

humanity.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Randyfast

Nature; thank you for seeing the bigger picture! It's all one big corporate family! I have stated more

than once that eventually, one Global Corporation will control everything! When "Globalization" and

"The Great Reset" is considered, I don't see that idea as far-fetched in the least - and my Trst guess

as to the entity that would achieve this level of control, would be Google and their Quantum

Computer!

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Darzoum

Thanks for this post NatureSoilProducts; conTrms what my intuition tells me, that Gates, Bezos,

Zuckerberg, Musk et al. do not represent the pinnacle of anything.  They are like mid-management

whose staggering worldly power has been arranged and conferred by their "superiors" for doing

their bidding.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

ChrisColes

My immediate reaction to an earlier mention of anthrax has returned. Here, we  Mercolan's already

know a lot about how to keep ourselves and those around us safe from a virus like the common cold, or

iu, or COVID-19, all of which are forms of coronavirus; but when it comes to anthrax . . . ? Please, Dr.

Mercola and others here that have access to the required knowledge, now we need to get up to speed

with anthrax, as it is not a virus, and we all need to know the best ways to do our best to keep us safe.

So, please advise and thank you for all the wonderful work that has allowed so many of us to feel safer

in ourselves.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Darzoum/default.aspx
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

The truth. ChrisColes. is that they are gain-of-function experiments that, under the guise of

coronavirus vaccine research, try to fuse anthrax with the coronavirus spike protein or measles.

People become infected with anthrax when the spores enter their body. When this happens, the

spores can become activated and become the anthrax bacteria called Bacillus anthracis. The

bacteria can then multiply, spread throughout the body, produce toxins (poisonous substances)

and cause serious illness. This can occur when a person breathes in the spores, drinks water, or

eats food that is contaminated with spores, or when the spores enter the body through wounds or

scratches on the skin. People who eat raw or undercooked meat from infected animals can get GI

anthrax. This usually occurs in countries where animals for consumption are not inspected before

they are taken to slaughter. When Anthrax-Laced Letters Terrorized the Nation. Who sent the series

of letters in the wake of the 9/11 attacks? Investigators zeroed-in on a possible culprit.

www.history.com/.../anthrax-attacks-terrorism-letters

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Sue12Cross

Check this very interesting article : nourishingtraditions.com/anthrax-arsenic-and-old-lace  for an

alternative view of Anthrax as arsenic poisoning. The symptoms are the same and the 'illness' was

very much related to the arsenic-based sheep dips used until they were Tnally banned after which

anthrax virtually died out.  All roads at the moment seem to lead back to the same problems:  Germ

Theory v Terrain Theory. Arsenic is an absolute scourge even today as it formed the basis of a very

cheap and originally home-made pesticide - lead arsenate, which was used from the 1890s right up

until 1988 for the codling moth. As the moth caterpillar became resistant to the poison so

gardeners/farmers just used more and more. Although now banned in most countries, it remains in

the soil for centuries and within the Trst foot or so of the topsoil. It is a real problem with us

organic chicken keepers as we always think an old apple orchard is a great place to keep our

chickens and then suddenly they get impacted crop which is a tell for both lead and arsenic

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://www.history.com/news/anthrax-attacks-terrorism-letters
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Sue12Cross/default.aspx
http://nourishingtraditions.com/anthrax-arsenic-and-old-lace/
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poisoning. We have an old orchard but have been exceedingly lucky as here they tended to  cover

the trunks with sticky bands or home-made glue but I have had umpteen comments from

subscribers with this problem. I believe in the US it was also used on potatoes for Colorado beetle

and on other crops too.  Lead arsenate was also, prior to the use of DDT, linked to polio.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Vladimira

“experiments to merge measles with the coronavirus spike protein, and then merge anthrax with that

same spike protein” Such “research” should be banned.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes Vladimira. All gain-of-function experiments should be prohibited. Defeating this pandemic

should be the Trst priority, but we must be reluctant to also ask questions about who is responsible

for the origin of SARS-CoV-2. A gain of function that involves a virus with potential that is judged

as a pandemic potential to cause fear and panic to the world population in a world-class laboratory.

"But it may happen that the information from the experiment is later used by another scientist who

does not have the same training and facilities." These are the words of Anthony Fauci, director of

the NIAID, in a 2012 letter to the microbiology journal mBio advocating for gain-of-function

experiments. The maneuvers of Dr. Fauci, Bill Gates, WHO, and all partners in this tragedy deserve

investigation, particularly considering that the Wuhan Institute of Virology was doing the same type

of research established in Dr. Fauci's hypothetical scenario. We want to know who is responsible

and we want those who have managed this false pandemic to be judged for their serious mistakes.

 jvi.asm.org/.../3253

Posted On 11/01/2020
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Sue12Cross

There is still something that to me is missing here and I keep going back to it and that is;  there still

is no proven indication that any virus can transmit any disease. The more I read, the more I am

convinced that Pasteur's Germ Theory was totally iawed thus there is no gain-of-function because

that is not the function of a virus. What is being identiTed as a virus seems to me to come from

within the body and is a direct result of the body's detoxiTcation process and that even lines up

linguistically with the Latin meaning of virus - poison. Therefore, it is no wonder that these 'viruses'

are being found where we would expect them, in all humans who are detoxing from whatever

environmental, chemical, food-based, medication-based toxins they have consumed/absorbed

through the skin or lungs. Moreover this is the reason why 'viral material' is being found in the

sewers.  If this is so then the World can keep testing for corona virus until the cows come home

because they are always going to be Tnding poisoned people detoxing . What is killing them is the

fact that detoxing is not an easy process for the body, particularly a body already unhealthy and

under fear and thus stress, which ends up with a cytokine storm.

Take the symptoms of anthrax and then look at arsenic poisoning and the prevalence of anthrax in

sheep that were dipped in an arsenic-based drench and the prevalence of 'anthrax' among the

workers dipping the sheep in the last century.  Then take the symptoms of polio and look at the

prevalence of it in the population when there was a policy of spraying with DDT. You can Tnd the

graphs that actually show this correlation. Then take the symptoms of tetanus and look at

strychnine poisoning. Finally check the air quality in key countries during the 'Trst wave of covid'

 This is a video I really found informative and incidentally very warm and human!

www.bitchute.com/.../5y9ikDbniqiS

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

rrealrose

What if it no longer matters? what if the warlike mentality (attack, kill, disable) is passe.

out-of-date, no longer a valid criteria to base initiatives and governing decisions? Listening to one

of the more recent Del Bigtree video clips, Del started in with what appears the politics and Bill

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Sue12Cross/default.aspx
https://www.bitchute.com/video/5y9ikDbniqiS/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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Gates' - Dr Fauci agenda yet ends with the current world economics around this so-called

virus...this sent chills down my spine (passed my truth meter): from the beginning to the 25 minute

mark: www.bitchute.com/.../aNfUJKuhvuQ5  - If the US is not returning to manufacturing products,

if people are not working at full steam, then we have precious little holding the economy up and

government together! Yes, crazy military-based research should be banned, but we also need a far

better plan than tracking and tracing every iota of human activity, as we gain nothing.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Vladimira

Sue12Cross, as far as I know viruses cannot transmit anything on their own. They need a host cell

to survive. These are obviously transmissible. When I was 10, I had shingles on my shoulder, I

asked my younger sister to kiss it to make it better and sure enough a few days later she fell ill with

chickenpox.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Vladimira

Rrealrose, I do not agree too much with that. Most of the pie produced is junk anyway. You don’t

want production at full speed as it is not necessary and actually detrimental. Most people over

consume. A large part of the economic pie is better not produced, let’s start with not producing the

vegetable oils, for example. Lots of junk food production and lots of junk goods and services are

better not produced. Let’s also stop producing vaccines, statins, fast food and so forth. Most

people are hard at work producing evil goods and services. I prefer these people to not produce.

Posted On 11/01/2020
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rrealrose

Vladimira, You are caught in the clouds, a dream state. Major changes need to be made for sure,

but if we follow your suggestions, you may need to start speaking and reading Chinese!

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Sue12Cross

Hi there Vladimira, the fact that your sister 'caught' chickenpox from you is not at odds with Terrain

Theory nor does it prove that viruses are transmissible.  You and your sister living in the same

house would be subject to the same stressors and the same foods, which have a bearing on both

these conditions. Eruptions on the skin are a sign of detox. I traced my shingles to a high intake of

L-arginine rich foods coupled with a high level of stress and I cured it in a few days by lowering

both, plus coconut oil.

My husband did not get it because he was on the same diet but does not get stressed out for the

same reasons as I do, which actually makes for a great relationship as in times of stress, one of us

is still functioning at optimum! Here is a book I believe you might be interested in - I just found it as

a free download on the Internet Archive -archive.org/.../2up  it has a very interesting chapter on the

1918 iu and how doctors and scientists tried  repeatedly and unsuccessfully to make a group of

very Tt sailors catch the same from dying iu patients - it's another very sad chapter in World

History because if it hadn't been for medical dogma,  they would have been able to help these

patients survive but they were insistent that this was a 'iu virus'. Those who were treated by

naturopaths for poisoning did survive.

There is also the fact that the way it broke out in various countries and at similar times could no

way, given the transportation times at that period, have been transmitted from person to person.

 Thank heavens this time some doctors and nurses questioned what they were doing early on,

particularly with the use of ventilators, they proved themselves to be worthy of their Hippocratic

Oath and critical thinkers, which is what we desperately need. There is one other interesting view

on detox too, it is believed that when people are close together both physically and emotionally

they can trigger each other into detox.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Vladimira

Sue12Cross, your husband did not catch shingles because you cannot get shingles from shingles,

you can only get chickenpox from shingles and most likely he developed immunity from it as a

child. If transmission and contagion did not exist then hygiene and sanitation will not matter, nor

will you be able to develop immunity. The very fact that immunity exists means that contagion

does exist. Having a better terrain does not stop transmission but certainly helps for symptomless

recovery. In regards to the 1918 “iu” there is strong evidence that it was vaccine induced.

salmartingano.com/2020/05/the-1918-spanish-iu-only-the-vaccinated-die..

The Spanish iu is a bad example. Why not try to give chickenpox to someone who has never had it

and is not immunized against it? I am sure you will be quite successful. Contagion exists.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

datadragon

An elected member of Canadian Government said complete and total secondary lockdown (much

stricter than the Trst) are being rolled out, Isolation Camps for "Refusers". Projected COVID-19

mutation and/or co-infection with a secondary virus (referred to as COVID-21) leading to a third wave

with a much higher mortality rate and a higher rate of infection. Expected by February 2021. Expansion

of the unemployment program to be transitioned into the universal basic income program. Expected by

Q1 2021. the federal government will offer to eliminate all personal debts (mortgages, loans, credit

cards, etc.) which all funding will be provided to Canada by the IMF under what will become known as

the World Debt Reset program. In exchange for acceptance of this total debt forgiveness, the individual

would forfeit ownership of any and all property and assets forever and take the vaccines. As more

transition into the debt forgiveness program, the ones who refused to participate would be deemed a

public safety risk and would be relocated into isolation facilities - Given two options, participate in the

debt forgiveness program and be released, or stay indeTnitely in isolation facility and have all assets

seized.  www.youtube.com/watch  

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Vladimira/default.aspx
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A powerful, global AI surveillance and control system is being rolled out.  The system is powerful

enough to detect emissions from every power plant, each farm, and every wood-burning stove on the

planet.  This system affords total information awareness to those controlling the data -- and is being

plugged in to the DoD's AI system. They are working to take total control of every drop of oil extracted

from the ground, every Tsh caught from the sea, and every last bean harvested.  It requires an

immense technical infrastructure comprising 5G, blockchain, and ArtiTcial Intelligence.  This

infrastructure has been built and is now being deployed   http://sha.rest/mDVomu

 http://sha.rest/cN4pbp  and http://sha.rest/pBWGFX

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Thanks DATA. Connecting with your comment. Some aspects of this study recently published in

The Lancet may be of interest within the knowledge of a false pandemic that prompts to commit

restrictive measures that are demonstrating its failure. We are aware that aid to the crisis can lead

to a greater domination of the corrupt capital managed by billionaires in the funds of the big banks.

We are in a global epidemic of corruption, we are in a governance of interests of the techno elites.

fascists. Some aspects of the study:

Governments in all nine countries and regions have provided Tnancial support to mitigate the

impact of the pandemic on communities, announcing substantial emergency budgets to help

businesses stay viable, preserve jobs, and ease Tnancial burdens on individuals. and households.

In all Tve Asia PaciTc countries and regions, this Tnancial assistance has included one-time cash

donations to the public. Japan, with the highest emergency spending, amounting to 42% of its

gross domestic product. The messages around what is considered a safe physical distance

between people have been confusing and inconsistent, apparently based on a variety of biological

and other considerations, as if a great distance would prevent the reopening of some facilities.

With few exceptions, such as Germany, New Zealand, Norway, Scotland, and South Korea, political

leaders have struggled to ensure public trust, and thus support, for continued lifestyle changes.

More generally, countries with female leaders have performed better in gaining public conTdence

and adherence to the new measures than countries with male leaders. In Hong Kong, ongoing

http://sha.rest/mDVomu
http://sha.rest/cN4pbp
http://sha.rest/pBWGFX
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political unrest has substantially eroded public conTdence in the government, although the

community has generally shown a high level of adherence that could be attributed to lessons

learned from the previous SARS outbreak in 2003.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

In Hong Kong, Japan, New Zealand, Spain and the United Kingdom, governments have appointed a

temporary panel of experts in public health, epidemiology, and clinical medicine to provide

scientiTc advice on managing the pandemic. In the UK, as in some other countries, mortality from

COVID-19 has been disproportionately high among nursing home residents, blacks, Asians and

ethnic minority groups, socioeconomically disadvantaged populations and low-wage workers. The

experience of Germany shows the beneTts of investing in the health protection system for the

future. In Spain, medical personnel have represented more than 10% of all COVID-19 cases.

LESSONS LEARNT FROM EASING COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS: AN ANALYSIS OF COUNTRIES AND

REGIONS IN ASIA PACIFIC AND EUROPE www.thelancet.com/.../S0140-6736  (20)32007-9/fulltext

Let's hope that some policies to support SMEs will reduce the bankruptcies of many companies

and that they will not serve as an increase in the monopolies and large corporations of abuse of

power and kings of corruption. Let's hope that these credits and aid do not suppose more dominion

of the great international banking, of the dominions of the great capitals supported by the corrupt

elites,

This note has been prepared by the OECD Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities

(CFE) for discussion by the OECD Working Party on SMEs and Entrepreneurship (WPSMEE). The

WPSMEE conducts analysis and provides evidence based guidance for the design and

implementation of SME policies. It also serves as an important repository of SME policy responses

in times of crisis. Discusses how SMEs are affected by the current COVID-19 pandemic, reports on

early evidence and estimates about the impact, and provides an inventory of policy responses to

foster SME www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/coronavirus-covid-19-sme-pol..

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

datadragon

Hi Gui, World Economic Forum did say You’ll own nothing — And “you’ll be happy about it... NWO

AUSTRALIAN HEALTH MINISTER SLIPS UP AND SAYS THIS NEW WORLD ORDER. THEY WANT TO

GO IN YOUR HOME http://sha.rest/o1nTp7  The profusa real-time biosensors can also be utilized

as part of population control along with health apps that can modify behavior (See only Trst 10

minutes) www.brighteon.com/d8cca27e-9c96-4e57-98f6-9b1f85ba0c7f  and further when

combined with social credit score and rollout of central bank digital currencies.  New York State bill

A99 which is under consideration in the NY State legislature. It allows the state to take an

individual “suspected” of being infected or contaminated to a detention center and there compel

her or him to receive any medical treatment deemed necessary – including forced vaccination

 www.lewrockwell.com/.../764696-2   New zealand internment camps  http://sha.rest/lfKWxK  

Communism the great reset http://sha.rest/zEuWAS  

Swine acute diarrhea syndrome coronavirus (SADS-CoV) is a newly discovered, highly pathogenic

virus that likely evolved from closely related HKU2 bat coronaviruses. New research from the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill suggests that a strain of coronavirus that has recently

alarmed the swine industry may have the potential to spread to humans as well.The virus' potential

threat to people was demonstrated in lab tests that revealed SADS-CoV eQciently replicated in

human liver and gut cells, as well as airway cells. The Tndings were published Oct. 12 in PNAS.

www.sciencedaily.com/.../201014082754.htm   Super Pigs, the next disease vector to be blamed

for outbreak? www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

datadragon

During the COVID-lockdown months from March 1st through June 2nd, the Gates Foundation

poured out at least 203 grants totaling no less than $228,261,262 to “Reimagine” education

https://articles.mercola.com/members/datadragon/default.aspx
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systems across the globe. New York Governor Andrew Cuomo announced on May 5th his

emergency COVID plans to “Build Back Better” through a partnership with the Bill and Melinda

Gates Foundation and Bilderberger Eric Schmidt, who is “Technical Advisor” of Alphabet Inc.,

which is Google’s parent company.   Altogether, these combined grants set up public-private tech

infrastructures for “social distance” learning networks to be AI data-mined by Chinese-style “Social

Credit” algorithms which score students’ cognitive-behavioral, socio-emotional, and biological

health metrics to determine the students’ access to education, employment, healthcare, housing,

transportation, and even due process. With more than a quarter billion dollars dumped into a

hi-tech concoction of post-human AI tech that tracks psychometric and biometric data for

workforce placement and contact tracing of COVID-19, it is evident that the Gates Foundation’s

technocratic stratagem to “Reimagine” global education is aiming to “Build Back Better” by setting

up a global surveillance grid that institutes a worldwide system of dystopian “Social Credit,” which

will utilize the “internet of things” to data-mine students’ digital psychological proTles in order to

virtually dictate whether they get access to schools, jobs, hospitals, housing, transportation, and

even due process.   http://sha.rest/4IRFuk  

The same forces instigating social unrest and elections chaos are engineering a man-made famine

and attempting to take over food production http://sha.rest/lNJ3IM  and http://sha.rest/3yKhef

 Connections: app.mindmup.com/map/_free/2020/09/551bf7b0edf811ea921b51e316007243  

Bill Gates, Michael Bloomberg:

principia-scientiTc.com/the-brothers-grim-bill-and-mikes-pandemic-pan..

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Darzoum

datadragon, thanks for your important post.  I watched the recent senate hearings of Zuckerberg,

Dorsey and Pichai... I was amazed how many times they referred to A.I. for their answers or

excuses as to why there may be problems with this or that... my amazement was really in how this

theme running through the proceeding went unquestioned, was never dredged up to the surface for

an appropriate examination.  No one saying hey, maybe we shouldn't be letting A.I. run our world!

http://sha.rest/4IRFuk
http://sha.rest/lNJ3IM
http://sha.rest/3yKhef
https://app.mindmup.com/map/_free/2020/09/551bf7b0edf811ea921b51e316007243
https://principia-scientific.com/the-brothers-grim-bill-and-mikes-pandemic-panopticon/
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

rrealrose

Datadragon, did you see this article a while back?

www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8627791/Wild-boar-stole-German-nudist..  

And here's a fairly recent interview w Dr. Scott Atlas who kinda alludes to various other agendas

warping the news media and creating far more fear than necessary, causing who knows how much

harm to Americans: www.youtube.com/watch  - He's fairly speciTc as to which Americans are

paying the price for current unfounded and idiotic policies.

Instead we get iooded with fear-based agendas about our food supply and future of our bodies

vis-a-vis our independence and ability to think. Its not an easy situation to navigate, as the media is

clearly creating havoc, actually little is happening other than an election.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

forbiddenhealing

This is like waiting for a hurricane, you know it's coming, you board up and then it's over and the clean

up begins without power, water and groceries. You can make yourself miserable waiting.  "Waiting is

the hardest part," sang Tom Petty..so why wait and project?

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes Randall, “The waiting is the hardest part. Every day you see one more card. You take it on faith,

you take it to the heart. The waiting is the hardest part " The wait is tragic, because it is based on

https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8627791/Wild-boar-stole-German-nudists-clothes-killed-cull.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=biC4nHPYtbA
https://articles.mercola.com/members/forbiddenhealing/default.aspx
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the vaccine. While people suffer from COVID-19, they suffer the consequences in their poorly

prepared bodies due to the comorbidities that the "health" institutions co-directed by the agri-food

industry, BigPharma and the multimillionaires who hope to make great proTts in the face of a large

number of defeated people out of fear, other people who have been left without work, others who

suffer misery. The end is the slavery of a pandemic created by a “gain of function” that in its way of

creating vaccines and researching diseases has created a new monopoly: that of disease and the

genocide of humanity. If we are facing a hurricane of falsehoods and nonsense that are intended to

be cleaned up with a false world where we are all happy with the slavery of thought.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

HardTimes

The globalists are behind all this chaos. They control most of the media which has ceaselessly

attacked Donald Trump for the past 4 years. They hate Trump for good reason as he has done

everything he can to Tght their agenda. If Trump were a puppet of the globalists he would not be

Tghting them as he has done the past 4 years, exposing the media as fake news, withdrawing from the

WHO, returning American troops from foreign countries and strengthening  the US economy among

other things.  The globalists aim to destroy America, not rebuild it as Trump has been doing. Watch

Donald Trump's statements at the UN in the video below. President Trump: The Future Does Not Belong

To Globalists www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Randyfast

So; essentially, the military is in control of this Planned-Dem(on)ic and the subsequent "measures" that

will be unleashed upon us. What could possibly go wrong? BTW: Let's not forget that this insanity is

GLOBAL. The U.S. is only one part of the bigger picture. I am subscribed to the LAV and although many

of the videos are very long, they contain a wealth of information that would otherwise never see the

light of day. Whitney certainly does her homework! I've watched many of those "bioweapon" 'Predictive

https://articles.mercola.com/members/HardTimes/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gz--5LTTmaM
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
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Programming' movies and in the latest one, they even refer to the company as AstraZeneca.

Coincidence?

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, Randy, a global and terrifying madness to turn false pandemics into a lucrative business and

enslave humanity from the power of the big monopolies and their capitals. Operation Warp Speed

with six candidate vaccines for the purpose they plan to assign a speciTc vaccine to speciTc

populations and we have Google and Oracle, two big tech companies that have ties to the CIA, are

going to participate in what they describe as a surveillance system. of pharmacovigilance. All at

the peak of power, all led by big capital, by the millionaires we are discovering and others who

Tnance this drama from the dark. All of them form a great network, a great network where

everyone beneTts while the people, the entire nations suffer a horrible drama of deaths and

diseases that precisely they have created with the approval of the institutions that direct the broad

Telds of health.

The labyrinthine graph, Operation Warp Speed, shows that approximately 60 military oQcers,

including at least four generals, are involved in leadership in said operation, many of whom have

never worked in health care or vaccine development. Only 29 of the roughly 90 leaders in the graph

are not Department of Defense employees; most of them work for the Department of Health and

Human Services and its sub-agencies.

"The central goal of Operation Warp Speed is to develop, produce and distribute 300 million doses

of a coronavirus vaccine by January, and the military is intimately involved," according to Paul

Mango, deputy chief of staff for policy at HHS. The extensive involvement of the military in the

development and distribution of a vaccine is a departure from the pandemics of the past. The

experience put at the service of the surveillance of a vaccine that will bring serious consequences

in the health of people. The serious effects are already being announced in the trials.

www.statnews.com/2020/09/28/operation-warp-speed-vast-military-involve..  (september 28,

2020)

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Randyfast

Thanks for the link, Gui. I believe I now have a very clear picture of what's coming. In fact; it's

become very easy for me to sort the lies from the truth. The thing is; "The Usual Suspects" is

continually expanding!

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Darzoum

Hi Randy, yes, military and CIA, who programmed "conspiracy theorist" into a term of derision to

get people to stop thinking into the Kennedy assassination... may have been the last time the U.S.

presidency was the position of power many still suppose it to be.  Prior to that, Eisenhower was

warning us about the growing threat from not only the "miliary-industiral complex," but a

technological elite freed from the constraints of oversight.  Here we are.  Also, glad to see Dr.

Mercola posting from Whitney Webb, James Corbett and others.  Our wellness is under attack, so

it's entirely appropriate for a doctor to be so concerned... a professional requirement, really.  Last

American Vagabond's Ryan Cristian collaborates regularly with Whitney Webb.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Randyfast

Yes, Darzoum; Dr. Mercola would not be fulTlling his role of helping humanity stay healthy, if he

knew of this info; but didn't attempt to spread the word. Regardless of what some people post

about "politicizing" and other nonsense; this is crucial information that people need to be aware of.
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

balhawk

To those who say this is some "crackpot conspiracy theory," let me point out that conspiracies happen

all the time where power and money are involved, and that incomprehensibility is the best cover for any

atrocity.  Did anybody who boarded the trains to the Nazi death camps know what awaited them?  

They'd have rushed the guards, a few to die heroic deaths before taking their weapons, rather than all

dying miserable deaths in captivity.

One factor that's not getting discussed even in this article is the health effects of all this EMF exposure

to a body that is swimming with transmitters.  What will be the effects on the genetics of those who are

so processed and their descendants?

Maybe the architects of this really do believe their own lies and think they're doing some great thing.

 It's not like religions - which technocracy has all the characteristics - haven't done so before.  These

are very, very strange, misguided times, however you cut it.  If the human race needs anything, it's more

good 'ol fashioned WISDOM, NOT more technical savvy.

Now, more than ever, we MUST make a stand and stand together.  THEY need us, not the other way

around.  It's in OUR hands all the way.   That's the secret the architects of this madness are so

desperately trying to hide.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, balhawk, the reality is that between vaccines, electromagnetic Telds, environmental pollution,

GMOs with their pesticides, the human race is degenerating. Published and peer-reviewed research

shows a variety of effects, the most important of which is DNA damage which is linked to cancer,

neurodegenerative diseases, reproductive impairment, etc. The studies that are much more

effective in showing effects employ real-life mobile phone (MT) exposures emitted by

https://articles.mercola.com/members/balhawk/default.aspx
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commercially available mobile phones. The present review, of the results published from 2006 to

2016, compares DNA fragmentation induced by six different electromagnetic Telds in the same

biological system. www.sciencedirect.com/.../S1383574218300991  

More than 54% of American children have one or more chronic diseases. Autism, ADHD, asthma,

and allergies have doubled since then, and autism is now one in 34 children in some regions.

Pediatric autoimmune diseases are also on the rise. There is growing evidence that environmental

toxins such as heavy metals, environmental pollution, pesticides and herbicides, and vaccines and

their toxic vaccine ingredients are causing an epidemic of disease.

childrenshealthdefense.org/too-many-sick-children

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Joholland54

As a retired schoolteacher, I have to smile when people say but these conspiracies do not exist or

when they look down upon those who believe in conspiracies. Having taught high school for 22

years, I can tell you for certain that wherever people are gathered, conspiracies arise. I have seen

high school students conspire against another student of whom they were jealous. I have seen

football players conspire to intimidate and harass students that were of a different persuasion. I

have seen cheerleaders conspire to exclude someone who made the cheerleading team that they

did not consider to be worthy. To refuse to see that conspiracies exist to me is a unique and special

blindness that puts the person so blinded in great Danger.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

Jim_Bo

Dr. Mercola is on the breaking point of some of (if not the) most important news and I believe will be

remembered in history as a gallant hero for truth.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1383574218300991
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/too-many-sick-children/
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Nadine17

What future? Who will remember?

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Dordee

i AM NOT GETTING ANY VACCINE BECAUSE THEY HAVE RUSHED ALL OF THEM THROUGH TOOOO

FAST TO BE SAFE.  SOME HAVE LAREADY BEEN WITHDRAWN OR POSTPONED DUE TO SIDE EFFECTS.

 HAVE NOT GOTTEN FLU SHOTS SINCE 2000 AND HAVE NOT GOTTEN FLU, ETC.  i AM 80, EAT

ORGANIC, NON GMO, NO PROCESSED FOODS AND DRINK RAW MILK, EAT RAW BUTTER.  I ALSO USE

COMMON SENSE AND EDO NOT GO AROUND SICK PEOPLE OR GO OUT IF I AM SICK.  HAS WORKED

FOR 20 YEARS.  IF IT ANIN'T BROKE, DON'T FIX IT.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Kevin131

I like Whitney Webb, but I like Amazing Polly more... Dark winter, hints at using nuclear weapons, there

is no other way to interpret their threat, unless you're wantonly naive. Pelosi is openly advocating

treason, they know the jig is up, the fear porn and scamdemic has utterly failed to galvanize the

brainwashed around the fake pathological narrative. Two words 'Biden's Laptop'. After the civil war,

we'll mop up the rest, globally, if that means war with China, so be it. They'll be lucky if they can fed

their military for long periods of time in the Teld when they are completely cut off by all western allies,

they'll collapse faster than Germany, and main backer of all this evil, Rothschild central banks, will be

nationalized..etc..
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

airsurfer

if we Tght each other as humans, they win and we loose. The pain and need for revenge will keep

them in power for an even longer time. There is a war going on, but it's against evil in general, not

against some other innocent who is a victim too. You can't trust anything on the news, Biden etc is

all part of the show to point the Tnger towards a scapegoat in a maze of lies. Politicians are actors,

to keep our minds busy about who did what (it's a never ending soap opera) and not tackling the

real evil hiding behind that smokescreen. You can truly hate your neighbour because you don't get

along. You cannot want to go shoot someone you never met. Those puppets on TV are NOT your

friends, they lie, lie and lie. Nukes are the ennemy of all life, nobody wins (alien lifeforms maybe?)

so I really hope and pray they'll stay locked.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

chris2244

Thank You Dr. Mercola!  We know, NIH data contain the SARS-CoV-2 genome, but where exactly it

comes from?? All what one can do is to analyze the sequences. In regard to Spike protein, which is

going to be inside of the most vaccines, that's a comment I left for Fauci today:  Why virologists GROW

THEIR VIRUSES at  5% CO2 and 37degC, an ideal condition, which 'strangely coincides' exactly with the

condition when a person puts the mask on???  You know best what's in the oQcial SARS-CoV-2

genome, so do you feel comfortable to inject everyone with

a spike protein which contains pieces of swine iu vaccine ingredients, and also the by NIH in 2008

patented most important portion of the RBD domain docking and multiplying the 'virus', and substantial

pieces of the anthrax, botulin, ricin toxins, pieces of human reproductive proteins (FSHR, HCG), of

human VMAT-2 protein very similar to the sold anti-VMAT-2 antibody, pieces of human C-Myc, HIV-TAT

proteins, pieces of human hemoglobin, substantial pieces of FactorVIII proteins responsible for BLOOD

clotting, viral nagalases and SO MUCH MORE that it is just unbelievable to even imagine to inject

anyone with such a toxic mix!

https://articles.mercola.com/members/airsurfer/default.aspx
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And imagine, you want all humans to start building antibodies to their own human proteins, like the one

involved in reproduction and believe system??? Didn't you learn anything about normal human immune

system, building the right antibodies in the right time on its own, with the GOD given powers of normal

human being?? Now with your patented MOD-E-RNA vaccine you want to turn human bodies into viral

factories in order to 'help the human body to produce' all those parts working against that human body

while working m for the virus? Don't you think to describe this all as an insanity, is only a mild

expression??? Why such a super virus, whose parts are in every single VACCINE, is not causing

massive deaths on the streets? Why Tnally masks had to be introduced in order to make people more

sick?

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

PenPen13

oh yes. I worked the last point out. Masks mandated to make more people sick.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

7mercola7

Somebody help me. Why would you use a meningitis vaccine as a placebo to help mask the variety of

side effects? Is it because the meningitis vaccine will produce side effects as well as the covid vaccine

so you can’t really tell what’s happening?

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

airsurfer
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Yes. You cannot proove a poison is not harmful by comparing it with another poison. Hell, the new

poison might even look less poisonous than the old one. As they (at least oQcially) don't have

ways to test the NEW toxic side effects of the new vaccine yet. They can only test (but they even

won't) of what is known as side effects. The other ('unknown') harmful effects are just disaster

waiting to happen. A placebo has to be a procedure or substance, or other intervention making a

participant believe they are getting the real (unproven) thing, that has absolutely no (known) effect

(besides the placebo effect) on its own. Doing otherwise is deceptive, criminal and not scientiTc.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

balhawk

Aldous Huxley warned us of this very thing:  “There will be, in the next generation or so, a

pharmacological method of making people love their servitude, and producing dictatorship without

tears, so to speak, producing a kind of painless concentration camp for entire societies, so that people

will in fact have their liberties taken away from them, but will rather enjoy it, because they will be

distracted from any desire to rebel by propaganda or brainwashing, or brainwashing enhanced by

pharmacological methods. And this seems to be the Tnal revolution.” So we've been warned.   I'll take

liberty and the occasional pain that goes with it.  If enough of us do, that's what we shall have.  It's

ultimately ALL up to us.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

airsurfer

I think the part of a concentration camp about being painless is wrong. Your body has its needs, as

if you feed it crap and damage it through poison (vax etc), it will scream. Maybe your mouth won't

scream because of numbing drugs, but your body will and will loose the will to live. It's a pipedream

they have thinking you can take a body away from it's mother nature and expect it to be happy. The

part of nature that we carry within us will die out. Only misery of loss, without even having the

memory of what we lost, will stay. I am convinced they manufacture as much misery as possible, to
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feed their lord.

I've been educated in relatively strict cartesianism with hate for religion, so it was not the Trst

reiex to lean on religion for explanations. Observing the world and observing how good things are

always being used as an excuse to justify things that do evil/the opposite, I can't do otherwise than

conclude all that increase in misery is not the fruit of hazard, but by design. So the 'painless' part of

a sort of concentration camp, is just there to stop protest of weaker individuals. Society is already

unhappy, hence we waste lifetimes chasing goals that won't make us happy.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

Charly ali

You can see where this is going and that when they get want they want done - they will have to Tght

each other, to see who will be the top dog. They're not seeing' the forest fore the trees'...we are meant

to be free, as part of Nature - not bound by a central command. Free will is our mandate from above.

Nature wins in the end, for good or bad. May they see the light before it is too late.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

balhawk

Truth.  Best comment yet, much appreciated.  They are the fools.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

airsurfer

yes, natural laws are forever. But nature doesn't allow survival of a species that has decided not to

Tght for their existence. Life is not free, there has always been a parent or ancestor that had to
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Tght for its right to exist. Damaged species do extinct, no lazyness allowed. That is what is

happenning, if most of humanity stays in the trap, it will disappear as we know it.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

Krofter

Anyone remember Trumps early press conference with a bunch of military honchos standing with him

when he said this (indicating all the military brass) represented "the calm before the storm"?  I'm

thinking this article describes what he was talking about.  Here's the clip - www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Hi Krpfter, a link about it. "We cannot allow this dictatorship to threaten our nation or allies with

unimaginable loss of life," he said, vowing to "do what we must do to prevent that from happening

and it will be done, if necessary. Believe me." He also said that, moving forward, he expects those in

the room to provide him with "a broad range of military options, when needed, at a much faster

pace." abc7ny.com/president-donald-trump-politics-calm-before-the-storm/24983..   Trump always

refers to the military by saying, “

My generals and my military have decision-making capacity.” This has enraged the military is

Trump's insistence on saying “my generals” and “my military,” which according to some , suggests

a mistaken sense of ownership over the country's armed forces.

www.businessinsider.com/trump-my-generals-my-military-2017-10   President Trump gave

oQcials no comfort when he again refused to commit to a peaceful transfer of power no matter

who wins the election. On Thursday he doubled down, saying he was not sure the elections could

be "honest." The Insurrection Law, a two-century-old law, allows a president to send active duty

military troops to quell unrest over governors' objections.

Trump, who refers to the military as "my military" and "my generals."
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www.nytimes.com/2020/09/25/us/politics/trump-military-election.html   The labyrinthine graph,

Operation Warp Speed, shows that roughly 60 military oQcers, including at least four generals, are

involved in the leadership of such an operation, many of whom have never worked in healthcare or

vaccine development. Only 29 of the roughly 90 leaders in the graph are not Department of

Defense employees; most of them work for the Department of Health and Human Services and its

sub-agencies. www.statnews.com/2020/09/28/operation-warp-speed-vast-military-involve..

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Krofter

Never in my nearly 68 years have I thought I'd live to see the day when this kind of thing would be

happening in the US.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

epa1375

"Operation Warp Speed, the White House Administration’s effort to produce a fast-tracked COVID-19

vaccine and other therapeutics, is almost entirely funded and operated by the CIA and the U.S.

military".....So the most powerful military on earth is now going to turn on it's own people. It will be just

like an autoimmune disease, where the disease makes the body harm itself.....WOW.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Guillermou

Yes, EPA, as well as vaccines, especially COVID-19, create and enhance autoimmune diseases, the

army by imperative of public health oQcials and the pharmaceutical industry also unleash the

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/25/us/politics/trump-military-election.html
https://www.statnews.com/2020/09/28/operation-warp-speed-vast-military-involvement/
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confrontation in the population, which should defend. The way is served when they said that

Messonnier and General Paul Ostrowski, his direct superior, serve as the main contacts of the

initiative in all matters related to the distribution of a possible vaccine. The central goal of

Operation Warp Speed is to develop, produce and distribute 300 million doses of a coronavirus

vaccine by January, and the military is intimately involved.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

jayclark

This medical surveillance is what "Nosferatu" Bush I's Homeland Security Czar called "Asymmetrical

Warfare."  It means that war has no boundaries and from that it follows that since no one is

recognizable as the enemy, it must be you.  And since you might be sick, then you are suspect Bub.  So,

look out!  JWC

Posted On 11/03/2020

 

jayclark

In this discussion of viruses and pandemics it might be helpful to use the neologism that I Trst heard

from Bush I's Homeland Security Czar, [I've forgtotten his name but I call him "Nosferatu,"] namely, our

new term for war, "Asymmetrical Warfare."  That means that modern war has no boundaries!  And by

extension it means that everyone is suspect!  So quite naturally it must be fought not only abroad but

at home as well, and naturally everyone is suspect including every citizen!  For example, "You might be

sick.  You might give that to others.  And therefore you must be surveilled  by the government for your

own good, of course."    When war is A-symmetrical everyone is the enemy--with special concern given

to those who question the Surveyors!

As a word is was equaled in its monstrous and horriTc implications only by that one used by Bush II

himself, namely, "elective war."  And yes this is government sanctioned censorship, etc., and these Tech

corporations are the agents of the Deep State and to not see this is a suicidal attitude.  To use the very

https://articles.mercola.com/members/jayclark/default.aspx
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language of Jefferson, "but when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same

Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism," out of self respect we must

conclude that they mean to do just that, namely to "reduce" us to something less than full citizenship

and make us not free men but mere 'subjects' under the same "absolute Despotism" that we suffered

under King George III!   JWC

Posted On 11/03/2020

 

ahk4894

I am curious why no one talks about the Russian vaccine. In your opinion is it safe or not? Russia was

scheduled to send a couple of million doses to Mexico the last time that I heard anything...

Posted On 11/03/2020

 

jayclark

We already use Africans as our guinea pigs and so that wasn't open.  So, they had to use Mexico,

eh?  JWC

Posted On 11/03/2020

 

4860276

I appreciate a lot of this dialog. To interject something, I’m a staunch opponent to vaccines. I’m torn as

to what Trump will do about them because he has made a lot of comments questioning them. Perhaps

initiating a vaccine trial through all the available companies is providing the crowd that wants them the

opportunity to have them. At the same time, he has said he will not mandate them. He also said, IF you

want them, they will be given to you quickly.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/ahk4894/default.aspx
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I also think the fact that Trump has purposefully distanced himself from Fauci speaks volumes.  

At the end of the day, Biden has said he’d mandate a lot of things: quarantine extensions, vaccines and

masks.   That is a LOT scarier then anything Trump has done on this.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

jayclark

On the subject of Red Flag Laws, Trump said publicly "I say get the guns and work out the legal

issues later."  He actually said this.  Now the language of the Law of the Land is categorical, "shall

not be infringed," but this word categorical points to something (one of many things) he doesn't

seem to understand.  

JWC

Posted On 11/03/2020

 

MannaFood

Proof of good health may become a requirement for travel.

www.zerohedge.com/political/commonpass-new-covid-19-security-measures-..

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

lottaviano

Is there any place one could move to in order to escape this?

Posted On 11/02/2020
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Dr. Mercola

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

dnuzzo

If event 201 was actually about a novel coronavirus, why wouldn’t dark winter be a weaponized

smallpox too. en.m.wikipedia.org/.../Operation_Dark_Winte  Operation dark winter is an exercise about

a smallpox outbreak. Conveniently having vaccines ready and on hand. I take ‘dark winter’ literally also.

I’ve had premonitions about a widespread power outage.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

wallguy

Don't recall where I'd seen this, but It's as funny as is accurate. When you yield your power to the policy

makers. They simply become larger Hammers. And at that point...we all look like small nails!!  (like

Heimlich in the movie Bugs Life. From way up here.... you all look like little ants! ) I'm so sorry....I have

to Tnd some humor in all this nonsense of today.  Time to outside for a while and just smile. Refresher

course for voters.  “The way things are supposed to work is that we’re supposed to know virtually

everything about what [government oQcials] do: that’s why they’re called public servants. They’re

supposed to know virtually nothing about what we do: that’s why we’re called private individuals.

This dynamic - the hallmark of a healthy and free society - has been radically reversed. Now, they know

everything about what we do, and are constantly building systems to know more.  Meanwhile, we know

less and less about what they do, as they build walls of secrecy behind which they function. That’s the

imbalance that needs to come to an end. No planet can be healthy and functional if the most

consequential acts of those who wield political power are completely unknown to those to whom they

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Dr.-Mercola/default.aspx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mc3oazaQQtU
https://articles.mercola.com/members/dnuzzo/default.aspx
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are supposed to be accountable.” The swamp is murky, the muck is thick and dark. If ever drained and

dried by the power of the sun. It will make good fertilizers for anew to begin. A recycling of mankind

Exultations. If you cant make it simple…. You don’t understand it well enough.   A. Einstein

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

wallguy

"Those most able to pay" R-US!  A system whereby , of those most able to swallow the "Burdens". Is the

system of the Remedy of disguised eradications.   Historically a resistance is futile and mute. Mankind

has played out this vast "not so forgotten" history of Regime eradications.  They arrive like a thief in the

night do they not?

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

pie2634

And those who warned about this 20 years ago were called tin foil conspiracy nuts. USA is the head of

the snake. USA is truly ruled by total evil. The sad part here is that Europe, China and most countries

are ruled by totally evil people. These people are demonic.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

Joholland54

The inability to maintain the cold chain as it is called, preserving the vaccine at proper temperature, will

be the reason giving for going to a vaccine that is a patch that you rub on your right hand or forehead

that contains the nanoparticles. See Anthony patch.com for further information.
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Posted On 11/02/2020

 

airsurfer

We are not an army. We can't physically combat sat launches, 5G and other installations, the whole

repression. But we can do PR and spread the message to the sleepers. We must hamper those who

work for evil NOW. It will be more painfull once their apparatus has even more deployed. Cloud

coverage is our allie. The sheeple will not be convinced as they prefer all the iavours of the simple tv

stories, but if they start to doubt, at least they will be less likely to see us as ennemies. WE must do

something as most of what I read on forums/comments is that we expect someone to do all the Tght

in our name, while we remain comfortably lazy :-(  We can only be certain of our own impact, the savers

on the web might disappear (or change their mind) any minute, and then all that will have 'happened' is

organized nothingness! Good bless every soul.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

Tjfaridi

Some of the data such as secrecy about OWS - I have been able to obtain. The program is in auspices

of the Bioweapons act - which requires full disclosure. I will gladly share what WEBB believes is being

done and or kept in secrecy, just let me know what information. I will gladly share.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

PatandRay

This government overreach is happening all over the world, some countries much more so than in the

US. It should be a wake up call for all people of planet earth to take back our power. And it is happening

now.
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

TommyK1

Why comment here, censorship on the part of the site moderators.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

WL4816

Instead of squandering taxpayer money on "sewer surveillance," the government should be planning to

replace all of the old water lines across the nation that contain lead, or are made of lead. Of course,

there's no incentive to do that since the symptoms associated with lead intake send people to doctors,

who treat the symptoms with pharma drugs.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

ulika7

When enough people know about this plan, only then will society change.I can imagine a global

revolution because there is no other way We have had countless movies about future events yet people

are still living with their head buried in the sand. One movie comes to mind is Minority report with Tom

cruise.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Casimcea
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There is a lot to unpack in this but the fundamental philosophical is: By WHAT RIGHT does this criminal

cartel we politely refer as government have authority to manage the human stock. No matter of how

you iip it this is human farming. The gate keepers farmers decide which livestock should live or die.

The pivot to this is monumental plandemic (read genocide) is the control of energy (money), hence the

push for cryptocurrency.  The Trst part is rather prophetic (crypt). Money according to the constitution

was non corruptible, hence the coinage act of 1792 which made counterfeiting a FELONY punishable

by DEATH. The rest is history going over 100 years back and we are experiencing the logical

conclusion.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

garygreenReld

Google is in partnership with spiritual forces in high places designed to create a pathway for demons

to enter into each and every person on earth for the purpose of abuse, torture, torment and the ultimate

demise of 90% of the human race.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

wellness911gmail.com

I guess it's good to know but what are we supposed to do to "prepare" for it? No matter whom we vote

for it will continue to it's inevitable end it seems. I guess we can pray?

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Nadine17

Balhawk, time for another Salt March! ok..so we are forewarned.   Now what?  We need to know what to

do,  how to prepare, etc, Otherwise, it's the same old thing. I'm tired of all the doom and gloom.
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

balhawk

All we need to do is choose liberty.  It is really that simple.  THEY depend upon OUR willing

compliance for this to iy.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

wellness911gmail.com

No offense but what the eff are we supposed to do about any of this? No matter who we vote for, this

stuff continues decade after decade to it's inevitable end.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

olgaland

As 1 +1 =2, the MARK on the body from the Covid 19 vaccine, (the Quantum Dot Tattoo) + the necessity

to participate in their system to “buy or sell” good and services (ID Alliance 2020) = Revelation

13:16-18, THE MARK OF THE BEAST. TAKE THAT MARK AND YOU’LL GO TO THE LAKE OF FIRE (See

Rev. 14:9)  www.evangelicaloutreach.org/.../2-2-4-motb.jpg   Quote from ID Alliance 2020 from

Windowscentral concerning the digital identity (aka Mark of the Beast) stamped/inserted in our body

and coming with the vaccine: “Especially since nonparticipants in this system would be unable to buy

or sell goods and services.”  Compare that last sentence with Revelation 13:16-18

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/images/mark-of-the-beast-microsoft-buy-or-..

 www.evangelicaloutreach.org/markbeast.htm  the audio part

www.evangelicaloutreach.org/audio/mark-of-the-beast-antichrist-bill-ga..
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Redtail68

Webb is a decent researcher/journalist. With the exception of one major blind spot: Her pitch on

Trump. He has repeatedly and carefully gone after globalists. His tactic has been to keep  his allies

close by and his enemies even closer (where he can keep an eye on them, get evidence on them, and

take them down). Important piece. I recommend following Kerri Cassidy of Project Camelot, Paladin

(one of the White Hats) and Laura Eisenhower.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Dordee

aT 80, I AM GLAD TO BE NEARING THE END OF MY LIFE BUT WORRY ABOUT THOSE WHO ARE

YOUNGER AND WILL HAVE TO ENDURE THIS UNLESS THEY WAKE UP AND DO SOMETHING ABOUT IT.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

nomajohns

We have all these warnings about sinister things to come, but where is the information about what we

can do to avoid them?

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

balhawk
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In this case it is very simple.  Remain Trm and committed to living as nature intended.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

cat6071

I know!  I'm all alone.  If the military comes and takes me away to some internment camp, this is

the end?

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

DannyBoy62

How can they make a vaccine if they haven’t even isolated the virus?  This entire virus bs is BS!!! The

CDC and the HHS, among lots of other government agencies, are private for proTt only corporations

contracted by the government! They are not entitled to make demands for us like wearing masks,

locking down, or taking their toxic vaccines! Stop complying with their bs rules and demands!

RESISTANCE IS NOT FUTILE, IT’S YOUR DUTY AS AN AMERICAN!!!

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

brewinz17

I like what Trump SAYS he stands for, but the fact he’s heavily pushing the Covid vaccine development

is VERY questionable. Most of us here know this upcoming vaccine has nothing to do with public

health, but all to do with installing tracking, control, DNA manipulation, etc). Also, the COVID virus has

never been isolated and puriTed according to Koch’s postulates. Neither has HIV. These could very well

be fake viruses. Some doctors suspect the sickness and death from Covid could actually be 5G

radiation poisoning.
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Tim1852W

do not give into fear, be strong

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

davidle

Jesus said, " you see but you don't see and you hear but you don't hear."  There is a small remnant that

do.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

otz4137

On another level, being aware of the plan allows you to plan for your own safety and security ahead of

time, so you’re not running around in a panic when something does happen. As the old saying goes,

“Being forewarned is being forearmed.”

Can you be more speciTc!!

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

1to3964

NONE OF THIS WOULD BE HAPPENING IF PEOPLE WEREN'T IRRESPONSIBLE & OVER POPULATE,

POLLUTE, OVER
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CONSUME, ETC.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

staceyhaught

I've been a faithful follower of Dr. Mercola for many years and this is the Trst time I must say that this

article, Operation Warp Speed — A Technocratic Chess Piece? is a total fraud. It accuses President

Trump as a Covid fear monger, when the real Covid fear mongers are Biden and  the Dems. I'm very,

very disappointed in Mercola.com.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Wrusssr

SUE12CROSS (no reply tab on your comment) Germ Theory Deception – Viruses, 5G, Vaccines,

‘Coronavirus’ entityart.co.uk/the-germ-theory-deception-viruses-5g-agenda-vaccines-l..   March 20,

2020, October 24, 2020 (Give this site time to load)

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

brewinz17

Wrusssr, that site has a TON of the valuable information! Thanks!

Posted On 11/01/2020
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jennyo

Anthrax, homeopathically prepared as a medicine,  prompts the body to learn how to deal with it. It also

would assist the body in healing from anthrax poisoning. Perhaps Dr. Mercola will interview a

homeopathic expert regarding this healing modality?

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

mrrobb

MY OPINION....this is just another "Bouncing Ball".just like the covid ball and the swine iu bouncing

ball.....and on and on..These entertaining Bouncing Balls are created to keep the Fear and Panic

going...keep your mind working overtime....and the more Bouncing Balls they keep popping up like this

latest one "Operation Warp Speed"....instilling more FEAR and Panic and keep the people frantic and

upset and freaked out.........

MEANTIME.....back at them 'cellphone towers' or 5G towers..they keep ramping up the juice, the output

power..actually AI does..in the RF frequencies of 60++ gigahertz..at  increadable output  into multi gain

antenna  emitting unknown mm and higher frequencies  causing unknown damage to living

things...bird, frogs cows deer  bear and people  and every living thing............eventually eradicating

sections that AI selects .. ArtiTcial Intelligence is now nearly totally IN CONTROL  And AI  doesn't care

 about the common Goy.....AI was created to "remove the infestation"....me and you...simply

put...anything not 'Putting Out"  is considered 'worthless feeders'  ..  

Ever wonder why Alex Jones and Joe Rogan and the rest of the interview talk shows  never talk about

...  1  Flat earth...2  jews...???  Why??  They talk about everything else...hummm?  .ever think about the

BIG LIE???  yes , keep your mind and eyes and ears on the Bouncing Balls....LOL

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

mrrobb
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The big Lie used by every government and ruling group since time  ....  en.wikipedia.org/.../Big_lie  

When is trump and the rest the world gonna get their heads outta their aseholes ?  When   do

billions of people wake up and see how we as a people are getting it shoved right down our

throats..how many millons will die from RF Poisoning before worldwide militaries  realize who the

real monsters are?? Im just and Old man on a Mountain..what the hell do I know???   Maybe more

than you might think.... :)

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

craigco46

Stay on your mountain along with all the other numerous  anti-Semitics on this forum.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

epi-cure

mrrob, you're doing yourself and others here, also Jews a disservice by incorrectly framing the

latter as culprits. The problem is collective Zionism, a political movement imbedded within a

cultural ethnicity, which IMO is a clandestine subset of the state of Israel. When one views Israel

not as the home of former diasporic Jews (the facade) but considers that foremost behind the

veneer when founded in 1947 it became the realization of a century old Rothschild dream, all the

pieces of the puzzle start to fall into place. The citizens of Israel are no more accountable for the

behavior of their covert government and operatives (Mossad, Shin Bet) working for the globalists

than we in the U.S. have control over the CIA, etc.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

mrrobb

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Big_lie
https://articles.mercola.com/members/craigco46/default.aspx
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,well  craigco46...boohoo...anti-Semitism????  how standard , typical shallow  chatter.....and I  won't

get into the jew thing here on this site....I simply stated my opinion.....now if you care to debate

over a particular subject...than touché' ...you have my email..so  go for it...

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

mrrobb

And  Epi-Cur.....My My My.......your mens-rea is showing...... I never said anything to defame

....>>.....", also Jews a disservice by incorrectly framing the latter as culprits"   <  This is YOUR

interpolation creating a  ruthless  statement...  not mine....

Have a nice day!!!!

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

balhawk

The one thing that doesn't add up is where they will get enough healthy people to clean up the

mess if a 5G soup poisons everyone?   I have no doubt there is a great big power play going on, but

it is very poorly conceived.  I'm convinced the likes of Gates truly believe in the beneTts of all this

technology.  It is more a manifestation of mental illness than a plan.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

mrrobb

Well the USA government has been collecting millions of tons of castor bean wastes... after the castor

oil is extracted from the beans........so what  ??  well....these castor bean wastes contain tons of Ricin
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 and since Ricin will kill...so a few tons dropped over a city?? or  dumped worldwide from those 'lovely'

Chem tail producers....eradication is easly done....but them Towers  are much cleaner.....and with the

right frequencies they can vaporize.what ever 'waste id left after the mass poisoning ...either bt RF

poisoning or Ricin.or vaccinations or just plain old "military 'MopUp details'......a iash bang and in rush

the military  (in the name of Peace and Freedom)  like the USA did to Iraq and Iran and Vietnam and

Laos and Afghanistan and a hundred other places

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

larry_e

This girl is too nervous for me. Hopefully her data is sound, but this could be considered a form of

reverse fear-mongering. It's interesting how the chaos merchants can pull good people into their game.

It's a bit contagious, you might say.I am very concerned about this on several levels. On the one hand, I

am an older person so will be getting pressure, I imagine, to take this stuff. I also wonder if my freedom

of movement or go to church could be severely limited. This also points out how little real control

Trump's group has over the military and intelligence bureaucracies. They have a lot of power. They

have gotten a lot of good people killed for unclear reasons. There's no way they are going to reveal

themselves without a Tght.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

PenPen13

Yes, unfortunately I think that there is a real Tght coming. Maybe the end of  most humans in the

wash up at the worst but who knows? On my bad days I see no hope as the level of evil and

deception are revealed - the cabal and their minions who want to beat God at his game?

What if we realise that our collective consciousness is creating all this strife as a means to wake

us all up out of the trance of thinking that governments work for us and that life is a material

experience rather than a spiritual one? What if we, the whole human race is creating the chaos in
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order for us all to see that a new order is needed, but not a New World Order, but a new awareness

of what matters as humans?

I Tnd most people as followers, with a low level of awareness (some none) and a complacency of

existence that is lacking any real sense of humanity. I Tnd most people I know as willing to do

anything for 'the peace' as thus are compliant out of fear. I have lost faith in humanity at this point

and yet I see there are millions of people who are not idle, compliant blobs. There is deTnitely a

quickening because of Covid-19, of realisations and having to deal with the utmost horrors that

people behind closed doors have thought up. There is, in my mind, notice my mind, an evil entity

that is affecting these people: the temptation of the sins of power, status, greed, iniuence, money,

control and malice. Some people are jus plain nasty pieces of 'iesh.'

I will be really pissed if I have to take a vaccine in order to be free and succumb to a slow death of

illness when I have worked so hard all my nearly 70 years to be healthy and free of drugs. Stuff it. I

hate these evil people and that is the bottom line.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

elfmom55

A Future Vaccine to Prevent Knowledge of Soul and Spirit From The Fall of the Spirits of Darkness

(Bristol: Rudolf Steiner Press, 1993; GA 177), p. 85. October 7, 1917 85 – “The time will come – and it

may not be far off – when quite different tendencies will come up at a congress like the one held in

1912 and people will say: It is pathological for people to even think in terms of spirit and soul. ‘Sound’

people will speak of nothing but the body. It will be considered a sign of illness for anyone to arrive at

the idea of any such thing as a spirit or a soul. People who think like that will be considered to be sick

and – you can be quite sure of it – a medicine will be found for this. . . . The soul will be made

non-existent with the aid of a drug. Taking a ‘sound point of view,’ people will invent a vaccine to

iniuence the organism as early as possible, preferably as soon as it is born, so that this human body

never even gets the idea that there is a soul and spirit.    “. . . the heirs of modern materialism will look

for the vaccine to make the body ‘healthy,’ that is, make its constitution such that this body no longer

talks of such rubbish as soul and spirit, but takes a ‘sound’ view of the forces which live in engines and

in chemistry and let planets and suns arise from nebulae in the cosmos. Materialistic physicians will

https://articles.mercola.com/members/elfmom55/default.aspx
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be asked to drive the souls out of humanity.”

"Funvax" from the Pentagon. They told us yrs ago these vaccines will remove any and all freewill we

have including the ability to cry out to God and repent.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=XH6b6hKtFCU&list=FLzti9N1JBbVDnQzPh03XiVw&..   Anthony Patch

further describes how these vaccines work.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iT_rcTiI5o&list=FLzti9N1JBbVDnQzPh03XiVw&..   Revelation 13:16-17

King James Version (KJV) 16 And he causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to

receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads:

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

dtasnady

Revelation 13:16

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

GeneAum

Whitney Webb is being groomed as the next Alex J0nes - who will retire next year (you can see he's

almost completely insane and burned out).   She provides the same partial truth a la Jones, but it's

what she omits that's important. Please view Brendon O'Connell's videos for more on Jones, Webb,

Intel, Micro$oft, and the chief culprit. www.youtube.com/.../videos

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

carolmalaysia

Quote: "Now, the COVID-19 pandemic, despite the fact that it hasn’t resulted in an excess number of

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XH6b6hKtFCU&list=FLzti9N1JBbVDnQzPh03XiVw&index=7&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2iT_rcTiI5o&list=FLzti9N1JBbVDnQzPh03XiVw&index=3&t=0s
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deaths above the historical norm for any given year, appears to be used as yet another excuse for the

implementation of more tyrannical controls. It appears that what they’re doing is laying down the

infrastructure for a totalitarian control system set to be deployed later." I agree with the dire tyrannical

control prediction. However, I wish Mercola would stop saying that "COVID-19 hasn't resulted in an

excess number of deaths above the historical norm."  Doesn't getting sick and having permanent

internal problems, which is affecting many sufferers from this virus have any meaning? Actions have

consequences and Indiana isn't doing well under its Republican governor:

Indiana reported more than 3,000 new coronavirus cases for a third straight day Saturday as the state's

new COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations continued to surge. Indiana's seven-day rolling average for

newly conTrmed cases rose to 2,714, according to the health department's daily update Saturday of its

coronavirus dashboard. That is the highest level the state has seen during the pandemic and more than

triple the seven-day rolling average of 858 newly conTrmed cases the agency reported on Sept. 22.

Hospitalizations have grown since Gov. Eric Holcomb announced on Sept. 23 his decision to lift nearly

all of Indiana's COVID-19 restrictions while extending the statewide mask mandate.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

PenPen13

What makes you SO sure these cases are the Covid 19 or whatever? They have been lying about

who actually has 'it' for months. So many people  have been hospitalised and end up dying from

medical intervention. How do we know it is the common cold with the inserts of HIV that make

some people with complications sicker than the iu? Are these people obese and unhealthy and

who is sending them to hospital? Are more people going to hospital NOW that they are able since

elective surgery was put on hold and sick people were denied medical attention?

The whole debacle has been more about predictions, lies, lack of information, cause and effect

hypotheses that are not proven, conclusions drawn with out evidence, postulations and the use of

a VERY unreliable and very suspect PCR tests which Tnds fragments of  dead viruses which even

the CDC admits could be another virus other than the so-called COVID: a virus that has NEVER

been isolated by anyone but the genome sequence, and not all of it, has been the benchmark for

want of a better term.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/PenPen13/default.aspx
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Posted On 11/01/2020

 

carolmalaysia

Since I am not a friend of PenPen13, I'll reply here:  The Indiana State Department of Health also

reported 46 newly recorded COVID-19 deaths, raising the state's pandemic death toll to 4,332,

including conTrmed and presumed coronavirus infections.Are you saying the Indiana State

Department of Health is inaccurate and unreliable? If someone has underlying conditions they

could die when they add COVID-19. Any death that terminates early due to this virus is a death that

shouldn't have happened.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

NatureSoilProducts

Read more about the guessing game that is "cause of death".This has been highlighted by Johns

Hopkins Medical College (in their report that the U.S. medical industry is likely the 3rd leading

cause of deaths in the U.S., via preventable medical error). It is a highly-erroneous guessing game.

Then read more about the supposed "covid-19" diagnosis tests (hint: no such "covid-19" test

exists). These tests merely detect antibodies, which exist from either past or present infection,

from any number of coronavirus, even those causing mild colds. Likely 50% or more of the world's

population has these antibodies present, without any current infection from any coronavirus. The

U.S., and individual states, have been slow & negligent in providing accurate data. I suggest you

review the up-to-date & oQcial data maintained & provided by Sweden (via Stastics Sweden, which

is their version of the Census). Despite media reports of some 5,000-plus excess deaths from

"covid-19', their yearly death toll is within perfect normal averages. Normal yearly average deaths,

from all causes, in Sweden are ~90,500. To-date (as of Oct), Sweden has seen ~71,647 deaths.

Thus they are on pace for a perfectly average number of deaths in 2020. Perhaps even fewer

deaths than seen in 2017-2018. So what, did people stop dying of all other causes, in direct

https://articles.mercola.com/members/carolmalaysia/default.aspx
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proportion to the supposed "covid-19" deaths? No one, I've found, has been able to explain this. I've

no stake in this debate either way. I base my beliefs on best available evidence. I don't feel the

need to be right, but am simply a knowledge seeker, constantly on the lookout for truths. And

willing to change my beliefs based on best evidence. Most people can only think & relate in

simplistic terms. The media, and true Ruling Elite, feed off this fact. Thus the reason Big Numbers

are pumped 24/7, lacking deeper analysis. I do think its insanely absurd that one can purchase

cigarettes, but must wear a mask to do so, to "protect health".

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

NatureSoilProducts

“A COVID-19 case includes conTrmed and probable cases and deaths. This change was made to

reiect an interim COVID-19 position statement issued by the Council of State and Territorial

Epidemiologists on April 5,2020."Thus “probable cases” include– “A probable case or death is

deTned as: A person meeting clinical criteria AND epidemiologic evidence with NO conTrmatory

laboratory testing performed for COVID-19; A person meeting presumptive laboratory evidence

AND either clinical criteria OR epidemiologic evidence; A person meeting vital records criteriawith

no conTrmatory laboratory testing performed for COVID-19.” The “epidemiological evidence”

means that you have been in close proximity (less than 6 feet) with a person who is

a conTrmed case. Clinical evidence means only that you have COVID-like symptoms and those

include colds, iu, allergies, and much more. Thus many of these "infection" and "death" numbers

are being based on mere presumption. I'm not willing to put my faiths & beliefs in mere

presumption. Nor on a completely failing & inept medical industry (which now exists solely for

proTt - just read reports generated by Goldman Sachs, and such). Disclaimer directly from the

RT-PCR "diagnosis" test: "An IgG positive result may suggest an immune response to a primary

infection with SARS-CoV-2, but the relationship between IgG positivity and immunity to

SARS-CoV-2 has not yet been Trmly established. Antibody tests have not been shown to

deTnitively diagnose or exclude SARS-CoV-2 infection." "This test has not been reviewed by the

FDA." "Results from antibody testing should not be used as the sole basis to diagnose or exclude

SARS-CoV-2 infection or toinform infection status.Positive results could also be due to past or

present infection with non-SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus strains." All this data needs to be combined,
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and more deeply analyzed & considered, before making any conclusions.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

NatureSoilProducts

Lastly, read books like "Thinking, Fast & Slow" from Psychologist Daniel Kahneman. Most people

tend to put emotional irrationalism above more logical, sound, and evidence-based, more

 deliberative thought processes. Big death numbers evoke big emotionalism. Which then

supersedes logic & deep analysis. Or the book "The Invisible Gorilla", co-authored by Christopher

Chabris and Daniel Simons. Regarding how faulty perceptions and intuitions often interfere with

more advanced cognitive functions. And result in cognitive biases, and false-beliefs. Then read

works by, and about, the "Father of Spin", Edward Bernays (like his 1928 book, "Propaganda"). Read

about his campaign with ALCOA to transform the industrial waste Fluoride to a "medical health

necessity".

Read about his work covertly linking smoking cigarettes to "freedom" (Torches of Liberty") I worked

in PR, Marketing and Advertising for decades. One of the most often used tactics of iniuence, is

emotion, especially fear. Like fear of loss (i.e. loss of life).Consider how so many commercials,

ads, PR & such focus on emotions, especially fear (fear of harm, dirt, disease, loss, etc.) People

need to be weary of the media, of both the "left" and "right". Consider that most "news"

organizations are owned by Entertainment Corporations (and those entertainment corps. owned by

the same Cartel of largest investment banks). And that many images, audio, video, etc. in those

"news" reports are simply stock footage, not footage of actual events (I used to work in & with the

stock footage industry). While so many people think they can easily spot propaganda, like spotting

the phallic symbols in the ice cubes in the drink ads, the best propaganda is that which isn't

recognized as such.The "news" often serves that purpose. I warn people, there is most always a

story, and hidden truth, behind, or besides, the oQcial narratives.

Posted On 11/01/2020
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JGB123

Do not believe the numbers they are feeding the public.  They are lies to frighten you and I hope it

isn't working.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Randyfast

Those "numbers" are total fabrications! What is it about FEAR MONGERING you don't understand?

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Katy69

Looks like you have not been reading your Mercola articles very thoroughly, Carol. Maybe too tricky

for you to understand. The point is that (1)  “cases” may or may not be C-19 cases at all because

the PCR test used to diagnose infection is not suitable for making a diagnosis and is being used in

order to deliberately confuse and frighten the public. (2) Death certiTcates are being inaccurately

recorded by falsifying or excluding the other co-morbidities of the individual who has not survived.

Please watch this video:- mobile.twitter.com/.../1317072713098342406

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

00

The Diamond Princess, the cruise ship which Trst was infected from covid-19, the statistics from

that ship - that should be the true infected and death count.

3711 total passengers and crew (2,666 passengers and 1,045 crew)
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 712 got covid  (145 crew)  (0.18%)

   14 died, which were passengers only, (0.37%)

32% of those infected had no symptoms

So, 0.18% of us will be infected and 0.37% of us will die.  

14 will die for every 3,711 people ...  does this match up with where you live?

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

pie2634

I must conclude that Donald Trump is as evil as George Soros and Clinton. Their goal is a demonic

satanic Hitlerian USA medical tyranny where even YOUR BODY belongs to them.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

PenPen13

We shall see. If her is as you think then he is by far the most talented Trojan horse ever to exist.

And the funniest.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

NatureSoilProducts

True, but it goes way beyond Donald Trump. He is merely the current Shill in Chief. He is merely an

entertainer, thus makes a great puppet (read the works of the "Father of Spin, Edward Bernays: "If
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you can iniuence the leaders, either with or without their conscious cooperation, you automatically

iniuence the group which they sway.") The "Dems" are remain just as controlled. As do the

"Progressives" (are you aware Trms like Alphabet, Amazon, Facebook, many large banks, etc. exist

as the largest campaign contributors of Politicians like AOD, Sanders, Warren, et al?), the

"Libertarians", the Greens", etc.

Politics has become expensive. All candidates rely on Big Money to compete in that expensive

endeavor. The Obama "hot-mic" slip during his meeting with the Russians was no accident, nor

coincidence. It was used as a method of contrived control. Even supposed billionaire presidents

are not match against those, whom collectively, personally own the trillions, and control the tens of

trillions of dollars. Those with the power, money & resources to make or break the careers of ANY

politician.

"Partisan" politics has become a mere sham. It is a demonstration of Divide & Rule tactics. ALL

these national "leaders" are covertly controlled by those with the power, money & resources to

control the system. Do some time working deep in politics, you'll come to understand the massive

fraud being perpetrated. This is nothing new If you haven't, read the works of Philosophers &

people like Jean-Jacques Rousseau: "Man is born free, and everywhere he is in chains. One man

thinks himself the master of others, but remains more of a slave than they are." -The Social

Contract- Conscientious people need to start learning to start putting their biases, prejudices,

beliefs and assumptions behind them Those  biases, prejudices, beliefs and assumptions are being

used against them. The entire system has become corrupted, and completely controlled.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

Happy4us

You're right about Soros and Clnton, but Trump is Tghting the deep state, see larry_e correctly

pointing this out in the comment above. "This also points out how little real control Trump's group

has over the military and intelligence bureaucracies. They have a lot of power."

Posted On 11/01/2020
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dev5922

This is exactly why everyone should be wearing a mask. All the people (henceforth referred to as

“sheep”) need to be taking control of this situation (TAKING CONTROL OF OUR HEALTH-ring familiar?)

and masking up. By not doing so, the only way out of this is to get vaccinated. At least that’s what Big

Brother would like you to believe. “Don’t worry kiddies, daddy will take care of all the bad boogie men

under the bed”. Talk about taking control of your health? WEAR A MASK. They’re not infallible but I’ll do

it rather than get an experiment stabbed into me. Wearing a mask in NOT A CIVIL LIBERTY

INFRINGEMENT. GETTING JABBED WITH AN EXPERIMENT IS. WISE UP!  Every time trump has a rally

and thousands of sheep aren’t masked up, it pushes us more toward the direction of a vaccine

mandate. That’s EXACTLY WHAT THEY WANT. GET SMART. THINK FOR YOURSELF. GET SOME

THERAPY SO YOUR SELF ESTEEM ISN’T DEPENDENT ON THE EGO STROKING OF A NARCISSISTIC

MEGALOMANIAC. It’s how Hitler murdered millions. Now the agenda is vaccinate billions. WISE UP

PEOPLE!

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

cat6071

Why are you even here on Dr. Mercola's site?  Masks are making people sick.  I'll never wear one.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

dev5922

cat6071

Because I don’t agree with you I don’t belong here??? You’ve got to be kidding me. This is a site to

exchange ideas. Grow, learn, take charge of your  health etc etc etc. it is NOT a where we all agree

with each other and pat each other’s shoulder with the all knowing nod that we have all the
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answers. Wake up, open up and wise up.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

dnuzzo

im starting to sway a tad bit toward masking.  if it didnt stop some of the viral load, it certainly

wouldnt stop and O2 or CO2 from iowing. it cant stop CO2 but let viruses through.

Posted On 11/02/2020

 

Bluesss

Gain of function research is so dangerous, suggesting an urgent need to  make that stop asap.

Posted On 11/01/2020

 

balhawk

We need to make it ILLEGAL.

Posted On 11/01/2020
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